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We Live In a Polluted World
Are You
Polluted?

Possible
Health Issues

Food, water, the products
we use every day,
even the air we breathe
contain toxic metals:
Aluminum, Arsenic,
Cadmium, Lead, Mercury,
and many more.
Some people don’t eliminate
toxic metals well.

Coronary artery
or peripheral vascular disease
Alzheimer’s & Parkinson’s Disease
Kidney and liver damage
Asthma and chronic lung disease
Damaged immune system
Autoimmune diseases
Reproductive disorders
Skin disorders
Cancer

What is Chelation?

From the Greek word chele (meaning claw), chelation (pronounced key-LAY-shun) is the use
of drugs (chelators) to bind toxic heavy metals in your body so they can be ﬂushed out. After
testing patients for 15 different toxic metals, we may recommend chelation, which will
treat the cause, not the symptoms, of illness. Used in combination with lifestyle changes and
nutritional therapies, chelation can help to bring the body back into balance, and restore health and vitality.
Introducing Alex Thompson,
who is accepting appointments for
Live Blood Cell Analysis
Electro Dermal Testing (EAV/MSA)
Biological Terrain Testing

Elizabeth R. Vaughan, MD

Alex Thompson, ND, CNC

1301-A West Wendover Avenue • Greensboro, NC • 336.808.3627
www.VaughanIntegrative.com
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Publisher Letter
Friends,
Several weeks ago, I was fortunate to participate as a server at Tripps along with
Cindy Farmer from Fox8. This was a fundraiser - Celebrity Serve for Wishes - for the
Make-A-Wish Foundation. What a fun evening! We met so many wonderful people,
and raised over $1000 in tips for our local children with life-threatening medical conditions. Plus, Tripps gave 10% of their sales that evening, as well! Thanks to all who
gave...especially Macy, a waitress at Tripps who so generously gave several hundred
dollars! And we met the most beautiful teenage girl, Amber, who had just undergone
her 3rd chemo treatment the day before. She was dining there with her parents - and
her wish is about to be granted. Cindy and I wish her well and send her big hugs as
she prepares for her wish trip to California! Speaking of Make-A- Wish, please join us in Winston-Salem on Sunday, June 7 for
their big Benefit Festival and Children's Art Expo. Details are on page 15.
In this issue, you'll find several articles pertaining to men's health, including Dr. Vaughan's feature, Regaining Zest for Life,
an article about optimizing sexual health, and even one with possible solutions for graying hair!
As many of you know, Inflammation Nation was written by Triad local, Dr. Ski Chilton. In fact, he spoke on this epidemic
at our recent health show. Now, Dr. Chilton's new book, The Gene Smart Diet, has just been released. Please read our review
of this eye-opening book on page 16. The first 50 people to order it will also receive a free copy of Inflammation Nation!
With summer here, and if history holds true, we have a chance of experiencing summer water shortages. Mike Charles has
written an informative article, Water Conservation, Inside & Out. It's full of really useful tips....and a touch of humor!
As always, we appreciate all of our advertisers, and urge you to continue to support them - their support allows us to publish each and every month!
Have a wonderful summer!

Happy Father's Day
JUNE 2009
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Holistic
Nutrition

Integrative Therapies offers
a multidisciplinary approach
to patient care in a friendly and
comfortable environment.
Our highly skilled healthcare team
encourages active participation
and skill building for individuals
dealing with both acute and chronic
problems. Whether you are dealing
with a localized problem, such as
headaches or back pain, or have more
widespread discomfort, such as
arthritis or ﬁbromyalgia,
we are here to help you.

I NTEGRATIVE T HERAPIES

7-E Oak Branch Drive • Greensboro, NC • 27407
Telephone: 336.294.0910 • Fax: 336.218.0294 • www.IntegrativeTherapies.net
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Zest for life

regaining

M

Low testosterone levels can cause
more than a lack of libido.
Ask yourself:
Do you have a lack of energy?
Do you have a decrease in strength and/or
endurance?
Have you noticed a decreased zest for life?
Are you more moody?
Does something always hurt - like a knee
or a shoulder?
Are you less confident?
8
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aria looked at the
letter she had just
finished about her
husband, Paco. Her eyes
got wet, but she held back
her tears. She was doing
this for his own good.
He was 61 years old
and worked fourteen
hours a day, 7 days
a week. This was his
personal choice. He
had no hobbies and
no friends and their
marriage was a hollow reflection of the
love they used to
share.
They were more
like roommates who
didn’t even talk. They
would go for days passing each other without
touching or talking to one
another. He seemed to be
getting worse with age. The
only thing he did was work.
He also had a problem
with erectile dysfunction and
they had no sex life at all. Occasionally he would reluctantly give her
a hug, but that was it. Their sex life had
been satisfactory when they first married
but over the past ten years, it had faded
to nothing.
Maria loved Paco. He was a good
father, a decent and loyal person and a
very private man. He never complained
about anything. As she looked at the letter, she hoped that the doctor would be
able to determine if this was just the effect of aging or if there was something
to fix it. She wanted her husband back.
She wasn’t satisfied with a previous doctor who had patted her on the shoulder
and said, “He is just getting older” after
spending all of eight minutes with him.

First Office Visit
I sat across from Maria and Paco
Perez and had reviewed Maria’s letter
before talking to them. Paco was a tall,
muscular man who had tanned, leathery
skin from working outdoors for so many
years. He had worked in the timber business since high school. He now had his
own business, which didn’t require him
to be on site all the time, but he loved
being outdoors so he was usually on a
job six or seven days a week.
“How can I help you?” I asked.
“I don’t know. I don’t think that I
have any problems,” as he looked sideways at Maria. “Well, I do have a problem with my elbow and this shoulder,
but they’re getting better.”
“How long has it been since you last
saw a doctor?” I asked.
“I don’t know. Five or ten years
ago,” responded Paco, looking down at
his knees.
“I guess your being here is your
wife’s idea?” I smiled.
Paco looked sideways and smiled at
Maria and said, “Yeah, this is all her doings. She is worried about me, but I’m
okay.”
“Well, let me ask you a few questions from the papers you filled out,” I
said.
Maria jumped in, “I filled the questionnaire out.”
“I see that a lot when partners are
concerned about each other. Tell me
about your problems with depression,”
I asked.
“Well, I guess, maybe I am depressed,” said Paco. “Maria says I am
because all I do is work.”
"Do you and Maria get out together?
Do you have friends? Do you enjoy your
family? I see you have a number of children in the house,” I said.
“Don’t have much time for any of

By Elizabeth Vaughan, MD
that. I work a lot,” offered Paco.
“We don’t have any relationship
anymore,” interjected Maria. “We live in
the same house, but we aren’t married. I
love Paco and I want the man back that I
married, if that is possible.”
I nodded and asked “You checked
off problems with erectile dysfunction.
That can contribute to a man feeling uncomfortable initiating sex. Is that part of
the depression?”
“Well, I am just not that interested
in sex anymore,” replied Paco.
“When did you lose your interest in
sex?” I asked.
Paco looked at Maria and wrinkled
his brow and asked her, “It’s been over
five years hasn’t it?” Maria bit her lower
lip and nodded her head.
“Are you interested in rekindling
that part of your relationship?” I asked.
“I think I am past all that,” he said
looking down at the floor, away from
Maria.
“Hmmm, tell me about your problems with sleep,” I asked as I moved on.
Clearly, this was going to take some time
to work through.
“I’ve got this ringing in my ears and I
have a hard time falling asleep at night,”
said Paco.
“Are you able to stay asleep once
you go to sleep?” I asked.
“I tend to toss and turn some and
usually wake up pretty early. I have to

be on the job site at dawn,” said Paco.
“How is your energy level?” I
asked.
“Good,” said Paco.
“Do you ever get dizzy or light
headed,” I asked, referring to the forms.
“Yeah, I do sometimes when I stand
up too fast and sometimes late in the afternoon. I figure it’s because I don’t drink
enough water,” Paco said.
I reviewed his forms which showed
that his diet consisted of breakfast bars,
candy bars, cookies, fruit, tacos, beef
burritos and few vegetables except guacamole and corn. He stopped smoking
years ago and consumed no caffeine,
alcohol or recreational drugs. His family
history was positive for thyroid disease.
Physical Exam
BP: 108/60. Pulse: 55.Temp: 98.1 in
the mid-afternoon. Waist: 41”. Hip: 38
1/2”, Height: 5’10”, Weight: 207. The
inferior portion of the whites of his eyes
were yellow, suggesting zinc and selenium deficiencies.
Tongue had a white coat. He had no
gynecomastia. Elbows and knees were
dry and rough, as was his skin. Genitalia
and prostate were normal.
Mineral Testing: Low in chromium,
molybdenum, manganese, zinc, and selenium. Percent body fat: 31.5%, trunkal
fat: 32.4%, arm fat: 27%, BMI: 29.8. An
iodine patch was placed on his arm.

Review and
Plan
I sat down
with Paco and
Maria to review
my findings, assessment and
plan. “This is
what I think is
going on,” I said. “You are getting older,
but that’s not the reason that you have
lost all zest for life outside of work. You
clearly have a number of nutritional deficiencies, which can contribute to low
grade depression. At least five of your
minerals are low. I suspect that magnesium is also low. Your tongue has
a white coat suggesting that you don’t
have enough stomach acid. That means
that it’s harder to absorb some of your
vitamins, minerals and proteins. If all of
these are low, it’s impossible to make
the neuro-chemicals that are necessary
to be happy, joyful, loving, energetic,
enthusiastic and motivated.
“You have more fat in your abdomen than your arms, which suggests
that you’ve been under a lot of stress
for a long time. Eventually, your adrenal
glands get tired from all the stress, and
then they stop producing the cortisol
you need to maintain your blood pressure. You get light headed.
“You’re also a bit overweight, which

Living A Long Life Is Likely....
Maintain and Preserve Your
‘Financial Health’
With Long Term Care Planning

SMEDBERG GROUP
Doug Smedberg, RHU, CLTC & Ali Mitchell, CLTC
Certiﬁed Long Term Care Professionals
dsmedberg@pilotfa.com / amitchell@pilotfa.com

336.346.1795
JUNE 2009
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along with your other
“I want to get some
Functional medicine looks at the body as a garden
labs on you, including
symptoms,
suggests
with many things having an influence on its
B Vitamins, thyroid, adthat you are hypothyhealth, productivity and longevity.
renal, and Vitamin D.
roid. If your thyroid
“Between now and
isn’t working, then
Changing several things can have a profound impact
our
telephone consulneither is your testoson the entire garden.
tation in two weeks,
terone,” I explained.
I’m going to give you
Now Paco was
looking at me instead of the floor or his knees. I had his at- a B-12 shot, do a stomach acid test and have you start on
a good multiple vitamin, fish oil, calcium and magnesium. I
tention.
“If we improve your nutrition, by that I mean, if you start also want you to start taking 5-HTP 100 mg at bedtime. If it’s
eating healthier foods including vegetables, healthy fats and a cloudy day, experiment by taking it with each meal and see
more protein in combination with adding some supplements, what effect it has on you. 5-HTP or 5 hydroxy-tryptophan is
the precursor the body uses to make serotonin, a neuro-chemI think you will feel a lot better about yourself and your life.
“I suspect your Vitamin D is low even though you’re out- ical. Your complaints of poor sleep, low grade depression, and
doors a lot. I bet you really enjoy summertime instead of win- dislike for winter and cloudy days all suggest that you’re low
in serotonin.
ter,” I asked.
“I want you to start Vitamin D and iodine after we get the
“Doesn’t everybody?” asked Paco.
I smiled and asked, “I bet you like sunny days instead of test results back. Lastly, you have to start eating a better diet.
You are what you eat AND what you absorb. Maria, you have
cloudy days.”
to help him with this. We’ll give you information on that. Can
“Doesn’t everybody?” replied Paco with a smile.
“It’s all a matter of balance, Paco. People who have low you do that for him?” I asked.
“I will do anything,” said Maria as she dabbed her eyes
Vitamin D and who are low in certain neuro-chemicals feel
depressed in the wintertime and sad or sluggish on cloudy with her handkerchief.
days,” I explained.
Two days later
“You’re pretty smart, aren’t you?” said Paco.
Yavonda called Paco. Maria answered the telephone.
“Paco, it’s a very common problem that many people
have. You are not alone in this. I see it everyday in my office “Good morning! Is Paco there?” Yavonda asked.
“No, he’s at work,” replied Maria, “You can give me the
and it is fixable,” I smiled.
information and I will give it to him.”
Paco nodded his head.
“I was just calling to check on him and to give him the
results of his lab work,” said Yavonda. “Is he sleeping better
taking the magnesium and the 5-HTP?”
“He is sleeping so much better. I can tell because he
doesn’t move as much at night but he hasn’t said anything to
me. He also didn’t seem to have any problem with that stomach acid test. I mean, he didn’t have any burning at all,” said
Maria.
“Well that means that he needs stomach acid. Also, how
long did his iodine patch last?” asked Yavonda.
“It was still there the next morning. He was in a really
good mood that morning. He was more talkative. Do you
think it was because of that iodine patch?” asked Maria.
“No, if he felt better the next morning, that was due to the
B-12 shot. He’ll need to be on one iodine pill a day for weeks
to show an effect,” replied Yavonda.
“Let me review his lab results with you. He is extremely
low in Vitamin D. We also know from the mineral testing in
the office and his patch test that he’s low in zinc, selenium,
and iodine. Low levels of these four nutrients make him hypothyroid even though his thyroid hormone levels are normal,”
explained Yavonda. “That explains part of his depression and
his lack of interest in life.”
“This is so complicated,” said Maria.
“Well, all he has to do is come back to the office and get
a big shot of Vitamin D, and then take Vitamin D pills every
day for two months. We’ll recheck a Vitamin D level then. He
needs to take stomach acid with each meal and extra minerals. Also his B-12 was low so he needs B-12 shots once a week
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for this two month period. I’ll teach him how to give himself
the Vitamin B-12 shot when he returns to the office to get the
Vitamin D shot,” offered Yavonda.
“I don’t think he is going to give himself a shot. Can you
teach me how to give it to him?” asked Maria.
“Sure. I’ll teach both of you. Come with him to the office
later this week,” said Yavonda.
Two weeks later
I called Paco for our telephone consultation. He answered.
“How do you feel?” I asked.
“Those B-12 shots help me feel pretty good. I didn’t think
I needed any more energy. But I did. Maybe I’m not over the
hill after all,” said Paco.
“How are you sleeping?” I asked.
“Better. I don’t like taking all these pills, but something is
working,” Paco said.
“Have you tried taking the 5-HTP during the daytime?” I
asked.
“No, didn’t remember that,” said Paco.
“It’s OK. I gave you and Maria a lot of information. Try it
on cloudy days. I am glad you are feeling better,” I told him.
“Let me review your labs. Your adrenals are tired out,
which causes you to be light headed and tired. You won’t have
a lot of get up and go. Also your testosterone is low, which
may explain why you haven’t had any interest in sex in the last
five years,” I explained.
“Your thyroid isn’t working optimally because of mineral
and Vitamin D deficiencies. Your thyroid hormone levels are
OK, but they need the nutrients to do their job. And if your
thyroid is low, then your testosterone won’t work either,” I explained.
“Everything works together,” said Paco. “What are the
symptoms of low testosterone?”
“Many men notice they aren’t as physically strong as they
used to be. Not being as confident. Something always hurts
- like a shoulder or knee. Not being as certain of yourself. Not
having the drive or desire you used to. Feeling like life’s too
much work; so, guys withdraw from life rather than take on
the challenges,” I explained.
“What about sex? I thought that was the main thing testosterone did,” asked Paco.
“That too. It is important for sexual desire, getting an erection and an orgasm,” I explained.
“And my level is low…..I’d like to try some,” said Paco.
“That’s what I was going to suggest,” I said. “Come into
the office next week and get a series of three shots of testosterone to load your system. Then, I’ll prescribe a topical gel that
you use once daily. You may notice some effects fairly quickly,
but it can take up to six months to work,” I cautioned.
“Well, I can’t get back in there right now,” said Paco. “I’ve
got too many jobs going.”
“Then, I can call in the gel for you. Apply it to your forehead, your upper chest close to your collarbones and the inner
aspects of your upper arms once a day. Then, we can see how
you are doing when I see you again in six weeks,” I said.
“That sounds OK,” Paco said.
“I’m going to add one more pill for your adrenal glands.

This should give you even more energy and eliminate any light
headedness that you still have,” I suggested.
“Well, I guess one more pill won’t hurt. I’m already on so
many,” said Paco.
Six weeks later
Paco and Maria returned to the office. Paco had lost eight
pounds and Maria had lost three on their new diet.
“I hate the way he can lose weight so much faster than I
can,” complained Maria.
“I don’t want you to lose too much weight Maria. You look
just fine to me,” Paco smiled.
I smiled at both of them and asked “How is it going?”
“I’ve got more energy and I am sleeping better, but I don’t
see much change in my sex drive,” said Paco.
“But, we are beginning to talk again and we even took a
walk around the pond yesterday,” added Maria as she fondly
touched Paco’s knee.
“That’s a good start,” I said. “Paco, remember the shots I
mentioned? Those load your system and saturate the testosterone receptors in your body. Using the shots will help you see
faster results. Do you want to try the shots I suggested before?”
I asked.
“Sure, why not,” said Paco.
I reexamined Paco. BP 120/70 suggesting that his adrenals
were better. The yellow on the lower portion of the whites of
his eyes was less prominent showing that he had increased
his levels of zinc and selenium which would make his thyroid
work better. The white coat on his tongue was gone and it appeared healthy and pink suggesting that he now had enough
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Effectively prevent and relieve structural pain
Two person stretching techniques
Quick, natural and powerful
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Kathy Howard, LMBT #2259, CBP
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stomach acid. His elbows were still
rough suggesting essential fat or ongoing Vitamin D deficiency.
We discussed his diet and the need
for him to continue on his supplements
including the zinc, selenium and adrenal supplement. “I want to get a Vitamin
D level to see if you are within optimal
range,” I said. “Did you try the 5-HTP
during the day yet?”
“Can’t remember to do that,” said
Paco shaking his head.
“Well maybe you don’t need it. The
night time dose may be enough,” I suggested. I arranged for additional testing
and stepped out of the room while he
received his first shot of testosterone and
had his blood drawn. Maria joined me
in the hallway and said, “He is still not
saying that much, but I can see a real
difference. We’re still not having sex.
We aren’t even talking about it, but we
are talking more and he doesn’t get upset when I hug or touch him like before.
Thank you.”
“You need to give him time Maria.
We need to fix the imbalances in his
body before he is going to make a lot
of the changes that you are looking for.
I am happy that you are seeing some
progress,” I smiled.
Two days later
Yavonda called Paco and again
talked to Maria. “His Vitamin D is still
below optimal range. He needs to return
to the office for another Vitamin D shot
and Dr. Vaughan wants him to take ad-

ditional fish oil and a supplement to enhance his ability to absorb fats.”
“I will get him into the office as soon
as possible,” said Maria. “Yavonda, do
those testosterone shots act fast sometimes?”
“It depends upon the patient. Did
you or Paco notice a difference?” Yavonda asked.
Maria answered, “He actually
hugged me last night for the first time in
years.”
“I am happy for you,” said Yavonda.
“Tell him that he can get his Vitamin D
shot, the new fish oil and the fat digesting enzyme when he comes in for his
next testosterone shot next week.”
“I will make certain he is there,”
said Maria.
Two months later
Paco returned to the office alone.
“How are things going for you? Any
problems?” I asked.
Paco smiled broadly, “I feel the best
I have felt in years. I dropped Maria off
at the mall to buy a new dress. We are
going out to eat dinner tonight and I am
taking off tomorrow so that we can have
a three day weekend together.”
“That’s wonderful, Paco,” I said.
“Have you started having sex again?”
“Not yet, but I think we are working
up to that soon,” replied Paco.
“Good. We’ll check a testosterone
level and PSA today to make certain you
are on the right dose of the gel,” I said.
“We’re heading into summer. How is

The World’s FIRST and ONLY
Stainless Steel Filtered Water Bottle
Enjoy ﬁltered tap water on the go...
instantly ﬁltered as you drink!

UÊRemoves up to 99.99% of pollutants
UÊBPA Free
UÊEach filter has up to 100 gal. capacity
UÊIdeal for campers, hikers, fishermen, bikers
UÊChoose from 3 attractive colors

your energy level and your attitude?” I
asked.
“I started feeling a lot better a week
or two after that second Vitamin D shot
and the three testosterone shots,” replied
Paco.
“We’ll also check a Vitamin D level
on you today. I suspect it is in optimal
range. Let me feel your elbows,” as I felt
over the bony outer part of his elbows,
“They are much smoother, you’re levels
are coming up. And that helps your thyroid function better which in turn helps
your testosterone work optimally,” I
said.
“It’s amazing how everything affects
everything else,” said Paco.
“That’s one of the fundamental
concepts in Functional medicine,” I explained. “Conventional medicine looks
at the body as a machine. Conventional
doctors fix or replace parts that wear out.
Functional medicine doctors look at the
body as a garden; many things have an
influence on the health, productivity and
longevity of a garden. Changing several
things can have a profound impact on
the entire garden. It also takes time to
see the full effect of your efforts.”
“I heard that, and being in timber, I
understand it,” said Paco. “Thanks for all
you have done for Maria and me.”
Written by Elizabeth Vaughan, MD,
Vaughan Integrative Medicine, 1301-A
W. Wendover Ave., Greensboro. For
more information visit www.VaughanIntegrativeMedicine.com. 336-808-3627.
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NEWSbriefs
Yoga for TWEENS

A

re you too old for a Children’s yoga class but not quite
ready for an adult class? What you need is yoga for
TWEENS! It’s a class specifically designed for those in between
years.
Attending a yoga class with your peers is comfortable and
fun! There is so much to learn about yourself, how your body
moves and building trust and friendships with others.
Many adults believe that all young people are flexible but
that is not always true. We are all made differently with varying
degrees of flexibility and coordination. Practicing some sports
can make certain muscle groups tight and unyielding. Learning
how to stretch properly can not only enhance your fitness
level in sports, but leave you less prone to injury as well.
Besides the physical benefits of yoga, participants learn
how to focus and relieve stress. We start each class with focus
on breathing to prepare the mind as well as the body for the
practice. This technique of centering can come in handy when
preparing for an exam or an event that might require concentration and focus. Learning these techniques will benefit participants for life as it lays its challenges before you.
The beauty of yoga is found within yourself not in what
others say or do, therefore building self esteem at a vulnerable
time in a child’s life.
Yoga for TWEENS is offered during the month of July at Family
Yoga in Greensboro. The five week session begins July 1 and
ends July 29. The class will meet on Wednesdays from 4:30-5:30.
Tuition for the five week series is $50, but individual classes are
available for $12 if you cannot attend all five classes. Boys and
girls ages 9 – 13 are welcome to attend. Call Family Yoga for
Registration (336) 272-0005. See ad on page 51.

Meditation: The Awareness Approach

J

acob Felder, RYT is a meditation trainer in the Triad. Over the
past 8 years he has successfully taught several hundred
people in the area to meditate using both light and deep
meditation techniques.
He now has an exceptional CD available explaining
clearly and concisely what meditation is, how it works, and
how you can make it work for you. With his proven guided
meditation techniques this CD will assist you in the process of
developing the skills of focus and awareness, ultimately leading
you to the fulfillment of developing your own successful
meditation practice. Available on Amazon.com, keywords: The
Awareness Approach Felder cd
For further info and schedule of group classes or private training
sessions contact Jacob Felder ,RYT at: yogajacob@hotmail.com
or 336-407-8602 or visit his website at: www.jacobfelder.com.
See ad on page 25.

Make-A-Wish Benefit Festival - June 7

J

oin the Make-A-Wish Foundation of Central & Western North
Carolina on Sunday, June 7, for their Tenth Annual Benefit
Festival. The Festival will be held at Corpening Plaza in Downtown Winston-Salem from 1:00pm till 5:00pm. Bring your
family, friends and lawn chairs for an afternoon of great family
friendly entertanment and activities.
Admission is a donation of $10, which includes a festival
tee shirt (while quantities last), live music by Martha and the
Moodswingers & others, art & creative activities for the kids
and much more. There will be a raffle and silent auction with
lots of great items to bid on, including Lasik Surgery from Wake
Forest University Eye Center, a weekend at Chetola Resort in
Blowing Rock, Chris Paul autographed basketball, Carolina
Panthers autographed football, restaurant gift cards and more.
Lunch will be available, prepared by the Outback Steakhouse, with drinks provided Costco.
The proceeds will help grant the wishes of LOCAL children
between 2 1/2 and 18 years old with life threatening medical
conditions. Your attendance and participation will help bring
smiles to the faces of children with serious health issues. The
“Power of a Wish” has no bounds. Join us and help make
wishes come true.
For more information, visit www.ncwish.org Or call Don Timmons, regional director, at 336 403-1964. See ad on page
15.

Physical Therapist Position Available
at

Integrative Therapies
Integrative Therapies is a holistic treatment
center that offers physical therapy, acupuncture,
biofeedback and other interventions to treat
musculoskeletal and pain related conditions.
We are looking for licensed physical therapists
who enjoy a team approach to patient care
and have a skill or interest in manual therapy.
Full and part-time positions are available.
We also offer generous compensation
and beneﬁt packages.
For more information, please contact
Lori at (336) 294-0910
itherapies@email.com or (336) 218-0294 (fax).
Resumes can be sent to

Integrative Therapies

7-E Oak Branch Drive, Greensboro, NC 27407

JUNE 2009
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NEWSbriefs
“Sacred Space, Urban Grace” Program

T

he Wake Forest University Religion and Public Engagement Initiative, in conjunction with the Baptist Medical Center Program for Complementary and Integrative
Medicine, will host “Sacred Space, Urban Grace,” a weekend program on ecospiritual revitalization beginning at 8 p.m. June 19 on the Reynolda Campus.
The program will feature Peruvian healer and master ceremonialist, Oscar MiroQuesada. Using ceremonial practices based on cross-cultural spiritual traditions,
Miro-Quesada, founder of The Heart of the Healer Foundation, will offer practical
guidance to promote and engage compassionate social action within urban environments.
Miro-Quesada is a popular international teacher dedicated to revitalizing Earthhonoring traditions as a way to restore sacred trust between humankind and the
natural world as well as the health and spiritual balance of urban habitats and ecosystems.
For more information, a schedule of activities or to register for the program, visit www.
heartofthehealer.org.

Integrative Therapies Expanding Nutritional Services to
Include Insurance Reimbursement for Many Plans

I

ntegrative Therapies is pleased to welcome Melanie Bopp, PhD, RD to its multidisciplinary staff. Dr. Bopp is a North Carolina licensed dietitian/nutritionist. She
provides assessment and consultation for individuals interested in weight management as well as other health concerns.
Dr. Bopp is credentialed with Blue Cross Blue Shield of NC and is a participant
in their Member Health Partnership program which offers 6 free visits of nutritional
counseling to most PPO card holders. She is also recognized by numerous other
insurance carriers in North Carolina.
Melanie Bopp works in partnership with Sally Nay, PhD in providing nutritional
education, metabolic testing, customized supplementation and holistic health services.
For more information please contact Integrative Therapies at (336) 294-0910 or
visit www.integrativetherapies.net. See ads on pages 7 and 13.

Special Offer for Natural Triad
Readers

A

ttention! Molly Mebane is giving all
Natural Triad readers a free consultation on color and style of cut, specifically tailored to fit you and your lifestyle.
Additionally, if you book a service, you
will get 10% off!!
After 13 years in California, Molly
returned to her native Greensboro last
year. During her time away, Molly specialized in color corrections, custom
color, and learning to customize cuts to
each individual’s needs.
One of the product lines Molly uses
is called Phyto. The Phyto line has high
concentrations of active botanical extracts, and uses 100% recyclable glass or
aluminum bottles and tubes. Phyto is a
hair care system that can be customized
to every hair type. Molly also has had
continuing education in the Goldwell
color line, a European line with excellent
conditioning qualities for the hair.
Please mention Natural Triad when you
call for your appt: 336-209-4551. Molly
is located at Angel Hair Salon, 1100
Revolution Mill Dr., Studio 3, Greensboro, NC.

After-Market Natura World
Green Mattresses on Sale at
Synergy Health

G

reensboro's Synergy Health is announcing that many select products
are 50% off and Natura World Green
Matresses are on sale after the Spring
furniture market.
Yoanna Earth Mineral Makeup is arriving in new colors for summer. And,
now available only at Synergy Health,
custom bamboo or cherry wood cutting
boards, call for details.
Synergy Health, Inc. is located at 613
Dolley Madison Road in Greensboro, Call
336-218-7099 for more details. See ad
on page 38.
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CENTRAL & WESTERN
NORTH CAROLINA CHAPTER

Tenth Annual Make-A-Wish Foundation Beneﬁt Festival
(and Children’s Art Expo)

S u n d ay, Ju n e 7
1P M – 5P M
C o r p e n i n g P l a z a i n Do w n t o w n Wi n s t o n -S a l e m

The re w il l be spe cial art and craf ts ac t i v i t ie s f or t he k ids
t his ye ar. Se le c te d art wor k comple te d t h at day w il l be
f or s ale at t he e ve n t w i t h proce e ds going to he lp
gran t w ishe s f or loc al childre n .

Admis sion:

$10 Adults, $5 high school and middle school students*
Children younger are admitted free
Advanced ticket sales (403-1964), or purchase at the gate

*Proceeds to beneﬁt the Make-A-Wish Foundation® of Central and Western North Carolina

Includes Great Family Friendly Entertainment, music by Martha and the Moodswingers,
lunch available from the Outback Steakhouse, drinks by Costco and a Festival tee-shirt
(food and shirts, while quantities last). There will also be a Silent Auction and Rafﬂe!

Bring your family, friends & lawn chairs, and have a great afternoon of music, food and fun!
Visit www.ncwish.org for more information and updates

You can help make wishes come true for local children with life threatening medical conditions

JUNE 2009
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READINGroom

S

cientists have
long suspected that severe
calorie
restriction
promotes
optimal
health and longevity
by stressing the body
in a way that positively
influences certain genes.
But who wants to undertake a near-starvation diet
for the prospect of living
longer? The fabulous news
is that we may not need to.
In his new book, The
Gene Smart Diet,, Dr. Floyd
Chilton proposes that we can
achieve the benefits of calorie
restriction without actually cutting calories. The Gene Smart Diet isn’t
an anti-aging book, or a diet book. It’s
about much, much more than flat abs
and thin thighs.
Dr. Chilton gives us the tools needed to revitalize the body’s adaptive stress
response and recruit the genes that fight
inflammation. Yes, you will lose weight.
You will look and feel younger. But instead of using the same old approaches,
Chilton guides by taking steps toward
eliminating the root cause of disease
and being overweight. He says, “Our
objective, ultimately, is to shut down the
inflammatory epidemic that’s making us
old and overweight before our time”.
Drawing on solid scientific evidence
he illustrates how—by eating more of
some foods and less of others—we can
rewrite our genetic blueprint and lose
weight, protect against “age-related”
illness, and, ultimately, enjoy healthier,
vital years.
Along with this revolutionary new
understanding of how food choices influence genes comes a challenge to conventional wisdom of what constitutes
healthy eating. For example:
• Fruits and vegetables reduce disease risk not because of their antioxidant properties—which actually may
prove harmful (more about that in the
book)—but because of their bioactive
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ment, with ordinary foods and lifestyle
strategies—can quite literally transform
our lives”. He shows us through this eyeopening book that
what we now know
through science and
research is enough
to revolutionize our
ability to turn back
chronic, whole-body
inflammation, helping us to fight obesity,
avoid disease, and
extend our life spans.
Inflammation is
Dr. Chilton’s area of
expertise.
Through
his many years of research, and as shown
in his book, Inflammation Nation, inflammation is a factor
in some of our most
terrible afflictions, inFloyd (Ski) Chilton, PhD
cluding heart disease,
asthma, arthritis, diacompounds, which send signals to the betes, digestive and skin disorders, as
pathway that determines gene expres- well as certain kinds of cancer. Actually,
sion
scientists believe that even this extensive
• Not all fish are created equal. One laundry list is just the tip of the iceberg.
of the most popular fish in America, For instance, Dr. Chilton tells us, “We’ve
Farm Raised Tilapia, may be one of the recently learned that chronic, low-level,
worst-choices for a gene-friendly diet.
full-body inflammation contributes to the
• Omega-3 fats have been heralded aging process by eroding cells’ ability to
as anti-inflammatories, but it’s the ratio maintain themselves. The prevalence of
of omega 3s to another fat that deter- chronic inflammation explains why we
mines which genes get turned on and are seeing so many “age-related” medioff.
cal conditions—such as heart disease,
By identifying the genetic pathway arthritis, and diabetes—in younger and
that has been the missing link between younger people. Inflammation is causing
diet and gene expression, Dr. Chilton our cells—and therefore our bodies—
takes healthy eating to a whole new lev- to grow old before their time. We now
el. Our food can truly be our medicine. know, too, that obesity is a major reason
Nutrigenomics is the study of the in- that the rate of chronic inflammation in
teraction between nutrition and the re- the United States continues to climb.”
sponses of our genes. Though this study
One of Dr. Chilton’s most important
is still in its infancy, there are lots of spe- tenets is that it is possible to regulate the
cific things that every single one of us genes that control inflammation. There
can do starting now to take advantage are an estimated 2,000 to 3,000 genes
of the nutrigenomic advances that have (of the 25,000 to 30,000 in your body)
been made to date. Dr. Chilton states, that control immune and inflammatory
“These changes—all easy to imple- responses. A large proportion of these

are under the direction of master health
regulators, which are switched on and
off by bioactives. Bioactives are specific compounds that are present in food
and that are taken in specific dosages
and combinations over a set period of
time. “So,” Chilton explains, “you can
greatly improve your health outlook by
changing certain environmental factors
to which you expose your body—specifically, to the right types and amounts of
bioactives in your diet, and to the right
types of exercise. This is precisely what
you’ll be doing on Gene Smart”.
Bioactive compounds aren’t nutrients in the classical sense; that is, they’re
usually not essential for life. But emerging research suggests that they are essential for good health—as powerful as
some of our most sophisticated pharmaceuticals, but with an unerring precision
that we’re light-years away from duplicating in a laboratory.
Essentially, the bioactives are Mother
Nature’s pharmacy. They are potent and
have terrific efficacy, even in very small
quantities. And they are comparatively
safe, because unlike pharmaceuticals,
bioactives have developed along with
our bodies to be used by them. More
precisely, they interact directly with the
master health regulators that control our
genes.
Control the bioactives—by eating
them or avoiding them—and you dictate

the expression of genes or the activity
of enzymes and cellular receptors that
control your health.
In The Gene Smart Diet, Chilton
explores three categories of bioactives,
including two that you may already be
somewhat familiar with: fiber and the
omega-3 fatty acids (though perhaps not
in this context). But the story of the power behind the bioactives and their ability
to affect gene expression begins with the
category known as polyphenols. Chilton
goes into detail about the importance
of all 3 categories, including specific
research about the benefits of red wine
and dark chocolate!
The book includes grocery lists,
meal plans and exercise suggestions –
in amazing detail. Weight loss is sure to
happen, as caloric reduction is a key element. But, you will find, that this is not
a drastic diet with drastic cuts in calories. And, what he adds in the way of the
other core components of the program
– increase fiber, more polyphenols, add
omega-3’s and exercise to fight inflammation, makes this plan much easier
to maintain. He incorporates strategies
like eating exactly the right types and
amounts of fiber, omega 3’s, and polyphenols, along with integrating the right
types of exercise.
The Gene Smart Diet should be a
necessary read. We now have the ability
to rid ourselves of the inflammation that

causes so many afflictions while at the
same time eating wonderful foods and
not starving ourselves to lose weight.
About the Author:
(Ski) Floyd H. Chilton, PhD is a full
professor of Physiology and Pharmacology, Director of the Wake Forest Center
for Botanical Lipids and Senior Associate
Director for Research for the Program for
Complementary and Integrative Medicine at Wake Forest University Baptist
Medical Center. Dr. Chilton holds 32
issued and 17 pending patents and has
authored or co- authored 115 scientific
articles and book chapters. He has also
written the books Inflammation Nation,
Win the War Within and The Gene Smart
Diet. Dr Chilton resides with his family
in North Carolina
To order this book, visit:
www.genesmart.com/NT
The first 50 people to order
will receive a FREE copy of
Dr. Chilton’s first book,
Inflammation Nation
(a $15.00 value)
Review written by Julie Milunic of Natural Triad Magazine and The Slower Network of Magazines. editor@naturaltriad.
com.

The Triad’s Premier Green
Home Cleaning Service
We can help you:
s &REE 5P 9OUR 4IME
s $ETOX 9OUR (OME
s #ARE &OR 9OUR 3INGLE
"IGGEST )NVESTMENT
Listen To Our 24-Hour Recorded
Message:
3 Important Reasons Why You
Should Let Us Clean Your Home
Call: (616) 597-1036

(336) 455-8076
www.GreenStarCleaning.com
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ECOsmart

WATER CONSERVATION...inside & out

T

your dental work…wow that one was
close.
It was an event we in the South like
to call “Smokin’ Rain”….a storm that
dumps so much rain that between
the volume of water coming
down and the steam escaping
from the paved roads that it’s
difficult to see out to the
road.
As I sat on my screened
porch in my metal chair and
watched nature’s fury unfold
around me, I ignored the
Commander’s demands for the
seventh time to come inside
where it was safe. Had she
never heard of the woman killed
by lightening inside her own home
while talking on the phone and sitting on the
toilet?
I was in blissful happiness. Mankind’s connection to nature
and the revitalizing effects of cool, clean, clear water dropping
from the sky all around me, overflowing the rain barrels and
making small rivulets in the flowerbeds and garden made me
appreciate our Spring rains this year.
But, in years past, we were in the midst of a severe drought,
one brought on by several years of lower-than-normal rainfall,
and overuse of our water resources.

Wilson Sh
a
el

l
r il
er

Join Angela for
Chakra Dance!
at The Yoga Cafe
Wednesday June 10th
7:00-8:00pm

An
g

he hot, dry air slowly began to
change. The blue sky began to fill
with white fluffy clouds that
changed to darker hues accompanied
by cooler, gusting winds. The leaves
on trees and bushes began to turn
upwards, anticipating the coming
event. Birds flew low, seeking
shelter. The chipmunks and squirrels that had been playing their
daily game of hide and seek
from the neighborhood cats
disappeared into their homes.
The moisture in the air was
almost detectable on exposed
skin, as the sound of thunder
began rolling slowly in the west
and the horizon darkened with
the approaching storm
The wind and thunder gained in intensity, and small drops
of water began to fall from the black clouds that filled the sky.
The small drops changed to large splats on the driveway, and
then into a solid sheet of water. The air was charged with bright
explosions of lightening, followed immediately by huge bursts
of thunder.
What was the axiom we were told as kids…see lightening,
count slowly until you hear the thunder, and that’s how many
miles it’s away from you? Some didn’t even let you count to
one; you just saw the flash, heard the explosion and felt it in

Have fun with creative
movement designed to
charge and open your
energy centers.

Exciting Workshop
Coming this Fall:
Sur-THRIVE-al Retreat
with Vic Spies and
Daniel Vitalis!

No experience necessary
$14 drop in fee

336.986.0172

for more info: AngelaWilsonSherrill.com

Individual Healing Sessions Available: LMBT # 2355, Reiki Master/Huna Master
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What could I do to conserve our shared water recourses
now so that shortages may not be so severe in the future?
Our business had already adopted water-saving policies,
and used captured rainwater as a natural replacement for utility supplied (and chemical filled) water.
Research revealed much more that we could do, though.
Not all were applicable to our lifestyle, such as watering the
lawn, but possibly could help those that are landscape-obsessed. You know who you are…those people with wide expansive eyes filled with dreams of green splendor, who wander
the plant aisles of Home Depot or Lowe’s with the large push
flats filled with plants, bags of mulch and fertilizers. Those that
go home, dig up perfectly good green crabgrass and clover, and
replace it with kidney shaped planting areas of monkey grass,
perennials and ground cover, all bordered with stacked rock
wall edgings. These suggestions are for you folks….is my sister
listening?
When you water your lawn and planting areas, you should
water during the early parts of the day. Set your timers, if you
have them, to water early and not at dusk. Watering at dusk
will encourage the growth of fungus. Early watering will also
prevent water loss due to evaporation and is a defense against
slugs and other garden “pests”. Hey, they’re just trying to eak
out a living too, but the Yardies hate it when they munch on
the freshly planted perennials.
When you do water, deep soak the area. A deep soaking
will allow the moisture to get down to the roots where it will
do the most good. Use an empty tuna can in the area as a gauge
for proper watering. When it’s full, you’re done. My research
indicates that a light sprinkling will promote shallow root systems in your plants and grass. I never seem to have a problem
with shallow roots in my crabgrass and clover, but that may just
be me.
If you have the in-ground watering system, invest in moisture measuring sensors. The sensors will not turn the system on
until the pre-set moisture levels are reached in the soil, and
then turn the system off when the levels are reached. This prevents the system from watering in the middle of a three day rain
event.
You can also use drip water irrigation systems and soaker
hoses placed in flower beds. The soaker hoses are actually made
from re-cycled rubber, so you are getting 2 Green Stars on the
Walk of Life for using them. Bury them under a top coating of
compost (you are composting your waste clippings and food,
aren’t you?) and the amount of water needed for proper plant
growth will be greatly decreased.
Couple the drip or soaker hose systems with water supplied
from rain barrels that capture water that would normally run
off of your property, and you go to 4 Green Stars.
You can also plant drought-resistant plants. Your local home
center will have a large selection of these plants due to increased
consumer demand. They also have free seminars for designing
a water-saving landscape. On-line sites DIY.com and HGTV.
com are great research sources for landscaping.
I like these drought-resistant plants because they require
very little maintenance. My idea for plastic plants for a no

maintenance landscape was shot down by the Commander.
She also didn’t like my idea to let the whatever-the-birds-andwinds-brought-into-the-yard-flourish landscape. I thought it
was it was a great “All Natural” landscape idea. I’m just too far
ahead of my time…
Inside the house, you can check for leaks in your water
system. If you have a leaky faucet, the cause is most likely a
worn-out 50 cent washer. Replacing the washer can save you
20 gallons of water per day. More if the drip is really bad.
Put food coloring into the back of the tank of your toilet
tank, and wait about half an hour. If the same color appears in
the bowl, then you have a leak, which you can repair yourself
with parts purchased at your local home center. The service
person should be able to walk you through the repair process.
If a different color than what you applied to the tank appears in the bowl, you really have problems that are best
handled by a professional.
Don’t use the toilet as an ashtray or garbage can for small
face tissues. Every time you flush these small bits, you use 5 to
7 gallons of water.
If you do not have a low flow toilet that uses only 1 to 2
gallons per flush, you can save up to 10 or more gallons a day
by placing a one or two liter plastic bottle inside the tank. Fill
the bottle with some marbles to provide some weight, and then
fill the bottle with water and install a tight cap. Place the bottle
inside the tank, and the area that it displaces will save that much

Cholesterol Problems?
Try Sytrinol by

Clinical results have shown a 30%
improvement in total Cholesterol in just 30 days.
Exclusively sold at A&S Natural Health
Bring in this ad & receive 25% off
Loriant Health’s Sytrinol! (exp 6/30/09)

2 Convenient Triad Locations:
In Guilford Village Off
Guilford College Road

1559 Hanes Mall Blvd.
Across from Car Max

Greensboro

Winston-Salem

Phone 855-6500

Phone 774-8600
JUNE 2009
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water each flush. Make sure that you have at least three gallons
in the tank to provide a proper flush. Otherwise, don’t blame
me for what happens. You can also buy commercially made
tank-fill items if you don’t like the plastic bottle idea.
While you’re at the Home Center buying your plants,
soaker hose, toilet parts and washers, look at the water saving
low flow aerators for your sinks and the new showerheads. The
old style showerheads tended to leave you a little soapy with
their much restricted flow, but the latest models will leave you
clean and shiny while feeling like you have been in an Amazon
rain shower...without the nasty biting insects and piranhas.
You can save a lot of water by purchasing new appliances
with the Energy Star certifications from the EPA. An Energy Star
rated washing machine can save you 35-50% in water usage,
with front load washers saving even more.
However, modifying your use of your current appliances
will save you lots of water, without the big price tag of the new
appliances.
The biggest water savings from your appliances will come
when you use them when they are full. Only run your dishwasher or washer when they are full. Don’t pre-rinse your
dishes, as this is a big water-waster. So is the permanent press
cycle on your washer. Not using this cycle will save you at least
5-7 gallons of water per load. Also, adjust the water level to the
load. If you do have just a partial load, don’t use the high water
setting.
If you hand wash your dishes, don’t let the water run while
you are cleaning or rinsing. Fill one basin of your sink with
soapy water and one with rinse water. If you are wary of cross

contamination from your rinse water, you can buy commercial
disinfectants for the rinse, or just add a splash of bleach to the
water. Commercial food establishments, including school cafeterias are inspected and graded on their use of bleach in the
rinse water. So a glug is good, just don’t overdo it.
While you are showering, you can multi-task. I read where
Jennifer Aniston is so water-conservation minded that she
brushes her teeth while showering. This so intrigued me that I
sat and thought about it for several hours.
The Commander didn’t embrace the idea when I suggested
that she adopt the practice, though. Then, I remembered she
always takes baths. So I thought about Jennifer’s idea some
more…to gain a better understanding of Jennifer’s thought
process and real-life applications.
It was about that time that the bright white light engulfed
me, and filled me with a warm glow. The glow was shattered
with a deafening roar from Thunder, and my metal chair began
to shake on its own. With all thoughts of Jennifer and water
savings erased rudely from my thoughts, I retired to the indoors,
at a dignified pace.
I really needed to find the Commander and make sure that
she wasn’t talking on the phone in the bathroom. She does that
sometimes.
Written by Mike Charles of Fresh Air Carpet Care. Mike is also
the environmental specialist on the Natural Triad Advisory
Board. He can be reached at lcharles003@triad.rr.com or
336-499-1974. Visit www.FreshAirCarpetCare.com. See ad on
page 23.

Personal & Professional
Life Coaching
Over-the-Phone
Sessions
Complimentary
First Call

LucyWellmaker.com • 336-632-1940

Dave Schocker, R.N.
Certified Hypnotherapist

Specializing in
Smoking Cessation &
Weight Loss
(336) 469-2549
2629 Lone Hickory Rd., Yadkinville
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The most complete Liquid Nutrition
Program on the market

Windell and Maggie Dorman
Independent Distributors
For information or to order, visit www.myvemma.com/wdorman
or call

336-454-6469

or email
LiveBetter4Life@yahoo.com

Ask us about having your own home-based business
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Are you Caught in the Superwoman Trap?

D

oes this sound right? The day
starts at 6:00 AM with thirty
minutes for exercise, then off to
the shower before waking the kids. While
the kids dress, you step into a great suit
that makes you look like a complete
professional. In the kitchen, one child is
organizing lunches, the other breakfast.
A quick drive to school, then off to
work.
Entering the office you pick up your
mail and head to your desk. The work day
is planned, an hour to respond to mail
and email, an hour to make or return
calls, followed by a meeting. The project
of the day is the focus for the next three
hours, before another hour of email and
calls. The last hour of the day is for reports
and planning of the next day. On the way
home, you run one errand and then pick
up the kids from practice. At home everyone changes, and then while the kids do
homework at the table, you and your
husband get dinner ready and help the
kids. When the family sits to eat together,
each shares their news. After dinner, the
kids clean up while you and your husband check mail and pay bills. The family enjoys a game in the living room, and
then the kids are off to bed. You and your
husband enjoy a peaceful conversation,
and a restful night.

DIABETES BREAKTHROUGH!
Lower Your Blood Sugar Safely & Effectively...

Reduce dependence on insulin & medications — no contraindications
Clinical Trials: Avg 30% drop in blood sugar in 90 days
Pre-diabetes/Syndrome X support
Lose weight & regain energy
Relieve neuropathy
All natural
Order Your Blood Sugar Pack Today!
100% Risk-Free 90-Day Money Back Guarantee!

www.buds.sportron.com

1-800-728-8306 (24/7 Info)
Triad Area Independent Rep
se habla espanol
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Absolutely
No Known
Side Effects!

So, is this the reality or is this the
goal? Do you find yourself struggling to
be all things at all times—meet the family needs, take care of the work demands,
and juggle relationships? Did you forget
about taking care of yourself?
Now is a new day and you have an opportunity! Meet the challenge and create
your balance.

5 Steps to Easily and Naturally
Balance Home, Work
and Self-care
1. Plan your Balance Between Home,
Work, and Yourself
Consider what your commitments are
to each, where the priorities are, and how
you want to balance each. On paper, list
what you need to do for each and what
you want to do for each. Number them
in order of importance. Schedule your
week, with time for needs and high priorities first, then on down your list.
a. Analyze the difference between
needs and wants
b. Prioritize
c. Schedule time for each
2. Build your Confidence Daily
Because there is so much negative
around us—complaining, bad news,
problems, etc.—it is important to intentionally build positive into your thoughts.
Remember the old saying, “Garbage in,
garbage out?” So positive in and positive
out!
a. Talk positively to yourself and
about yourself
b. Listen to positive, proactive radio
or CD’s while driving
c. Use positive affirmations
3. Learn Negotiation and Communication Skills
How often do you negotiate? Each
time you have a conversation! Do you
struggle to say no? Do you take on more
than is reasonable? The power of effective
communication and negotiation is that
you can clearly demonstrate respect for
the other person and for yourself, earning
their respect at the same time.
a. Take a class on each and practice
b. Join or start a Master Mind group
c. Say no gracefully

4. Track your Successes
Have you ever been discouraged?
Have you ever had an unfair performance
review? Do you encourage others and
forget to encourage yourself? What message does that send? By listing what you
achieve, you have something you can
refer to when you are down. The list is a
powerful tool during performance reviews. Celebrating successes with your
family encourages your family to celebrate their successes too!
a. Keep a private list for yourself
b. Keep a list at work for when your
review happens
c. Celebrate with your family
5. Praise Others
When you tell others good things,
you feel better. You are leading by example. You are teaching your children to
be confident. You are creating a positive
work atmosphere. People want to feel
good and when you empower them it
empowers you naturally.
a. Tell your family good things daily
b. Tell your children to be proud of
themselves
c. Tell coworkers about their good
work

• Because taking the time to consider
options and make choices empowers you
to be in control, it is your key starting
point.
• Confidence shows, and intentionally
building confidence creates opportunities
for you to be decisive and make choices.
• Each day you negotiate at work and
home about tasks and priorities, which
means skill development is naturally
empowering.
• Tracking your successes means you are
realizing and experiencing the benefits
of your balance.
• Praising others is positive and creates
support around you at work and at
home.
Visualize yourself and your life after
thirty days of completely committing to
these steps. Does it feel great? Does it
look ideal? Does it sound just right?
Submitted by Cathy Liska, Master Coach,
Cathy@CathyLiska.com. Email your success stories, every small victory counts,
and we will share the enthusiasm! See ad
on page 34.
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Five Ways to Green Your Kitchen on a Budget

F

or eco-conscious living, eating habits seem to be every
bit as important as recycling and driving. Fortunately,
research identifies changes to promote the earth’s health
that are also healthy for you and your wallet.
One report by researchers at Cornell University estimates
that 19 percent of US energy consumption is spent to produce,
package, transport and prepare our food. The carbon dioxide
produced by burning fossil fuels is just one way our eating
choices impact the environment. Raising animals and waste
byproducts produce other harmful gases, such as nitrous oxide
and methane.
1. Less red meat: In 2006, a U.N. report estimated that livestock
produced 18 percent of the world’s greenhouse gas emissions.
Red meats produce far more greenhouse gases than poultry or
seafood due to the relatively larger amounts of food needed to
raise cattle, pigs and lamb. These livestock also release methane
after digestion, and decomposing manure emits greenhouse
gasses.
Limiting red meat to no more than 18 ounces a week is
recommended by the American Institute for Cancer Research
to lower risk of colon cancer. A report in the respected Lancet
medical journal recommends a slightly lower limit of about
two ounces per day for environmental and health benefits. To
reach this target, some people may want to eat smaller portions
of red meat while increasing their vegetables and grains. Others may prefer to replace some red meat meals with poultry or
seafood, or to add a meatless meal each week.
2. Less processed food: Some food processing makes healthy
food convenient. But most processing removes valuable nutrients and adds sodium, sugar or trans fat. Instead of foods like
chicken nuggets with a long list of processed ingredients, take
the time to prepare the whole-food version yourself. For snacks,
Kate Geagan, a registered dietitian and expert on healthful
“green” eating, suggests snacking on single ingredient foods
like fruit or nuts, rather than chips, bars or cheesy-doodles.
3. Drink wisely: Liquids add weight that requires more fuel to
transport. Even recycling plastic bottles and cans can’t make
up for the resources spent to make and transport them. Fuel is
also used to produce drinks’ sweeteners, whether high fructose
corn syrup or no-calorie sweeteners.
So save the bottled drinks for occasional use. Make ice tea
at home. Drink tap water instead of soft drinks and bottled
water whenever possible. Purchasing fewer beverages can also
help you reach or stay a healthy weight. Research estimates
that about half of the increased US calorie consumption in the
past 20 years has come from sweetened drinks. Cutting back

has been shown to reduce calorie consumption.
4 and 5. Eat less, waste less: Americans today eat an average
of 150 to 300 calories more each day than we did in the 1970s.
If you only eat when you’re hungry and stop eating when you’re
satisfied you’ll save the energy to produce and transport that
food. You’ll also cut calories without going hungry.
If you buy and prepare only what you’ll eat, you will also
waste less. Research estimates at least 14 percent of U.S. food
purchased ends up in the garbage. Landfills are the largest
source of methane emissions in the United States, partly because
foods release the greenhouse gas as they decompose. If you
notice you have extra food that is going bad, start buying and
preparing less, or use leftovers in salad, soup or pasta dishes
once or twice each week.
You don’t have to do it all. Just recognize that your eating
choices can benefit the earth and your health – perhaps even
saving money – and choose changes you’re ready to make.
Karen Collins, MS, RD, CDN, American Institute for Cancer
Research (AICR). AICR is the cancer charity that fosters research
on the relationship of nutrition, physical activity and weight
management to cancer risk, interprets the scientific literature
and educates the public about the results. It has contributed
more than $86 million for innovative research conducted at
universities, hospitals and research centers across the country.
AICR has published two landmark reports that interpret the
accumulated research in the field, and is committed to a process
of continuous review. AICR also provides a wide range of educational programs to help millions of Americans learn to make
dietary changes for lower cancer risk. Its award-winning New
American Plate program is presented in brochures, seminars
and on its website, www.aicr.org. AICR is a member of the
World Cancer Research Fund International.

MEDITATION

The Awareness Approach
Offering Group & Individual
Training Sessions
Jacob Felder, RYT
Meditation Trainer
336-407-8602
www.jacobfelder.com yogajacob@hotmail.com
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PRESCRIPTIONforLIVING

by Bernie Siegel, MD

Amelia’s Story:

I

Learning
From
Our
Animals

became a believer in our ability to
communicate with animals after
Amelia Kinkade, who while sitting
in California, told me via an email that
she was seeing through the eyes of our
lost cat, Boo Boo. She went on in detail
about the house and yard and where the cat was hiding. The
next morning I went out and rescued Boo Boo from the exact
place Amelia had described to me the day before.
From that day on I learned that when in doubt to simply
ask myself WWAD, or What Would Amelia Do? One of my
biggest problems is mentally going into a place of fear when
one of our pets is missing or acting strangely, as I know that
interferes with my ability to communicate. I tend to try and
force them to do my will by every means available to me or
I go into my head and decide what the animal is thinking —
neither of which ever works—instead of asking WWAD and
resolving the issue.
My first experiment, after becoming a believer, was to try
and find out why our beloved house rabbit Smudge Elizabunny would allow my wife to walk out into the front yard, pick
her up and bring her into the house each evening while, when
I attempted to do it, she would run around for ten or fifteen
minutes until I finally caught up with her.
Smudge began her day by running out our pet door every
morning and spending the day in our fenced-in front yard with
our other creatures. So my first WWAD was to step out into
our front yard the next evening and in my head ask, “Why
don’t you let me pick you up the way you let my wife Bobbie
do it?’
The unexpected answer, which for me verifies it is coming
from the animal and not my head, was, ‘You don’t treat the
cats that way.’ I realized she treated my wife differently because I was the zookeeper and guardian. My wife brought her
treats more often and rarely forced her to come inside.
When I went on to ask what she meant by that Smudge
explained that I don’t make the cats come in at any specific
time, but give them the freedom to go in and out until my bed
time. I then explained that the cats could defend themselves
should a predator get into the yard and I was worried about
Smudge being out late when it grew dark. With those words
Smudge hopped over and let me pick her up and every day
thereafter. I will admit some days she would smile at me and
remind me of the old days for a minute or two but I could tell
it was just her sense of humor. And when I had appointments
I could go out into the yard and tell her I needed to leave the
house and would feel better if she would come in. She always
hopped right over when she knew I had a schedule to keep.
When Smudge died Amelia told me she would be with
Rose, who loved her. Little did Amelia know my Mom’s name

was Rose and she died shortly after Smudge...and I know they
are together again sharing stories about me.
I also have two outdoor cats at our son’s house, Eanie and
Meanie. Since the only time I can count on seeing them is in
the morning when I serve them breakfast, I made an appointment with our veterinarian for an early morning visit. For one
week neither cat showed up for breakfast and so I called the
vet to cancel the appointment and not waste his time. The next
morning, bright and early, the two cats were sitting and waiting for breakfast to be served.
Our cats Miracle, Penny, Dickens and Gabriel read my
mind also. Their names are no coincidence. Miracle was
named after a cat that appeared in a dream to one of my cancer
patients and said, “My name is Miracle and this is the cancer
treatment protocol you should follow”. The cat then gave her

30-Day FREE Yoga Trial
Yoga
As Stress Relief

Learn to relax & destress!
For class schedule,
visit

www.pyramids.org

Sign up
today!

275-1391

No experience
necessary.
All levels welcome

The Club at Green Valley
Mind/Body Studio
Lendew Street, Greensboro
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the details, which her oncologist agreed
to, and she is well today. So our next
rescued cat became Miracle. Miracle is
just that. She thinks she is a dog. She is
fearless, so I entered her in a dog show.
The next year someone posted a notice,
“This dog show is for dogs only”. By the
way, the neighbors treat you with caution after they hear and see you running
around your house yelling ‘Miracle’ at
the top of your lungs.
Penny was named by a child who
saw her being born and said she looked
like a penny. A Penny is to remind us that
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we have Liberty and In God We Trust.
Dickens and Gabriel remind me that if
God is at my front door the devil is at my
back door and to remain aware of both
aspects of my existence. I groom them
all every week; toe nails, teeth, fur, hair
ball medication and more. Whenever I
think about doing it they all disappear. It
is my way of testing our ability to communicate. If, however, five minutes later,
I think about going down the hall to get
something from my home office I have
to step over them to get to my desk
Last year I went shopping with our

two dogs Furphy, a Lhasa Apso (who
thinks our house is his Tibetan Monastery and insists on running the show),
and Buddy, a Griffon mix (who loves to
chase anything that moves from a squirrel to an oil truck). The car we all got
into was a new minivan with all the remote control door mechanisms on the
key. After shopping I returned to the car
and was horrified to see the side door
was open due to my accidentally hitting the key. Buddy, whom I was worried most about, was sitting in the car
while Furphy was no where to be seen.
My first reaction was panic as I began
to run around calling out his name and
searching the areas around the parking
lot. Then I suddenly realized you are not
doing what Amelia taught you and so I
asked myself WWAD?
I then quieted down and went into
Furphy’s head to find out what he was
thinking and immediately realized he
was searching for me, as he always
does, and that he was probably at the
front desk of the market with them
asking over the loud speaker, ‘Whose
dog is this?’ I say that because after attending Amelia’s workshop at Omega,
Furphy was not let into the dining hall
during the lunch break. I left him at the
back door and he always waits for me
to come out...but not this time. A man
came through the hall, with Furphy in
his arms, asking whose dog it was. Apparently Furphy had run around to the
front door and into the hall searching for
me. He won over everyone’s heart and
they let him stay.
Anyway, as I approached the front of
the supermarket I saw a security guard
sitting in his car. As I approached, he
lowered the driver’s window and asked,
“Are you looking for a dog?’ I answered
yes and he said, ‘Here he is on the front
seat with air conditioning, water and
treats.’ The guard went on to tell me he
saw Furphy walking towards the front of
the market and didn’t want him to be hit
by a car so he picked him up. Furphy followed me back to the car and we have
never had that problem again.
I may add that both Furphy and
Buddy adopted me; Furphy by running
out and grabbing my leg when I visited
the shelter, and Buddy by sending me a
message. I had written a story about a

dog named Buddy when I heard a voice
tell me one morning, to go to the animal shelter. I listened to the voice and
went down there with Furphy, and as
we walked in a volunteer was holding a
dog in her lap. I asked something I have
never asked before, ‘What’s his name?’
Of course the answer was ‘Buddy’ and
home he came with me. My wife is very
forgiving and accepting and adopts us
all!
Now to explain the reason I was
surprised at who stayed in the car and
who left, is that after adopting Buddy
from the animal shelter I could never get
him to get into a car and he even jumped
out of the car once when I stopped for
gas. At home, if I didn’t have him on
a leash, getting him into the car was a
frustrating, time consuming experience.
Finally one day I thought WWAD?
I then calmed myself and asked
Buddy why he wouldn’t get in the car. I
was amazed at his answer. He said the
woman who owned him was very nice
but when her husband came home from
work she would ask him to take Buddy
for a walk. Buddy went on to say, “He
would put me in the car and then drive
to a bar and leave me in the car. When
he came out he would be abusive because of his drinking and just take me
home and never let me out of the car. So
getting into a car scares me and reminds
me of all the abuse I received.”
From that day on his disobedience ended. We now understood each
other and quickly worked it out to where
Buddy now loves the car because he
knows we are always going out to share
the day. He loves to chase moving things
in the woods near our home but I never have to worry about his not coming
home. And, when I open the side door of
the car, before I can say, “Jumpee upee”,
he is in the front seat raring to go.
The other day I drove off thinking
they were both in the car, but after a half
mile I turned to look in the back of the
car and saw only Buddy. I immediately
connected with Furphy and told him I
was sorry and coming home. I turned
around and drove home knowing Furphy
would be sitting in the driveway, giving
me that ‘boy-are-you-a-dumbbell’ look
that God’s complete creations give to we

incomplete human beings. It is a look I
got from the cats, too, when I used to accidentally lock them out over night
Now I take attendance every evening before I get into bed to be sure all
our kids are in the house and no one
is locked out. My hope is you will let
Amelia open your minds and increase
your communication skills so you won’t
get that look from the animals anymore.
With time and training I even get along
better with people, too—an added benefit!

Submitted by Dr. Bernie Siegel. For
more information about him can be
found at www.berniesiegelmd.com. He
has touched lives all over our planet
through his medical practice and his
many books, which include Love, Medicine & Miracles; Peace, Love and Healing; Prescriptions for Living and more.
Bernie currently resides in Connecticut.
He submits articles to the Slower Network through our Hartford, CT affiliate
magazine, Natural Nutmeg published
by Dr. Diane and Chris Hindman.
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5 Things to Consider to Optimize Sexual Health

S

exual health is really full-body
health, yet with a particular emphasis on the sexual organs. One of the
most important sexual organs is the brain,
followed by the adrenal glands, and finally, the “special parts.”
The brain is the root of our nervous
system, which is responsible for most of
the actions and reactions within our entire body. When the brain is depressed
(chronically fatigued), it lacks the “feel
good” chemicals like serotonin and dopamine, or is just simply distracted; its
ability to provide the necessary processes for sexual function becomes compromised.
Dr. Perlmutter suggested, “Lack of
significant progress from a therapeutic
perspective may mean that we will leave
the decade of the brain to usher in the
century of brain dysfunction.” There is no
question the amount of drugs manufactured and prescribed is growing like nobody expected. Brain dysfunction, especially related to sexual dysfunction, is the
peak of interest for pharmaceutical
manufacturing.
Somewhat consistent migraines have
reached 50 million Americans. More than
one in 15 people are considered anxious
and approximately 30% of Americans
suffer some form of depression. These
three diseases or symptoms, promote a
lack of sexual interest and function.
One of the primary reasons for a
decrease in overall brain function may be
due to ineffective brain structure, which
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is directly related to the quality of fat that
makes up the brain. Our brain is 60% fat
and under normal circumstances, about
60% of that comes directly from a fat
called DHA. DHA is most talked about
in the health community for the developing fetus. However, research now indicates its importance throughout the life
cycle.
Recently, studies have shown that this
type of healthy fat, among others, may
play a key role in preventing a degenerating brain and maintaining optimal function, including sexual function.

Fish oils and omega-3 fatty acids will
supplement the brain and cells throughout the body with healthy fats. While
other healthy fats are good for us, including flax seed and flax oils, a very small
percentage actually gets converted to
DHA.
The Lancet, perhaps the most respected medical journal, suggested in
1992 that a lack of brain DHA can reduce
dopamine, a feel-good neurotransmitter,
by up to 55%.
In addition to poor fat intake in the
diet, high levels of stress will also significantly decrease the brain’s ability to
make the right chemicals that keep our
sexual function healthy. When the body
is stressed for any reason, cortisol will
take priority in the brain matrix and severely reduce the effectiveness of the
dopamine response, negatively influencing brain and sexual function.
Stress comes in many forms. The most
recognized and noticeable are forms of
acute stress. Examples of acute stress
include: traffic, deadlines, financial obligations, relationships, injuries, lack of
sleep, lack of exercise, a poor meal, and
significant changes in temperature.
Other forms of stress include: chronic
stressors such as consistently poor food
choices, lack of sleep, negative thoughts
(poor attitude), dehydration, poor air
quality, poor water quality, and a buildup
of toxins (coming from chemicals on our
food, cleaning and personal products,
pharmaceutical agents, water, air, and
much more).
Even when the brain is making the
right chemicals, the receptors must also
be intact. Receptors, called enzymes, are
made from amino acids. When you string
amino acids together in a certain order,
they are called proteins. The quality of
the proteins we eat make a tremendous
difference on the functionality of these
enzymes, and therefore the brain and
sexual function.
Enzymes are fueled and activated by
nutrient co-factors. These nutrient cofactors are found primarily in non-processed foods and a high quality multivi-
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tamin. It has been shown today that virtu- the animals were better cared for, are
ally everyone is deficient in nutrients, healthy, and contain higher nutrient valparticularly vitamins and minerals. Sex- ues.
ual dysfunction is strongly associated
with nutritional status – not unlike other 4. Increase your nutrient status with
diseases.
healthy foods. Healthy foods simply inMost healthy people who have an clude foods that have been here for over
adequate nutrient status also have a 100 years. Imagine the foods found in
healthy body composition – which in- grocery stores today that were created
cludes adequate muscle mass and a re- after 1900. While science has allowed us
spectable amount of body fat. The more to create more food, it did it at the exoverweight an individual the higher the pense of nutrition. Consider supplementprobability of almost all diseases and ing with a high quality vitamin supplesymptoms, including sexual dysfunc- ment.
tion.
Excess fatty tissue encourages inflam- 5. Choose exercise and a healthy diet to
mation, decreases testosterone produc- optimize your body composition. Exercistion, and increases estrogenic activity in ing most days of the week is a good place
the body – in both males and females. to start. You can improve growth horThese biochemical changes, resulting mones, testosterone, DHEA, and other
from a compromised body composition, important chemicals in your body with
all negatively influence the male’s sexual exercise. Generally, the more intense the
health.
exercise, the greater the release of horExercise and everyday activity, how- mones. Your intensity should match your
ever, can help combat excess fat. It can level of fitness. Don’t overdo it, but at the
also increase lean body tissue (muscle). same time, don’t under-do it.
Of course, these are only two of the infinite amount of health benefits exercise
The bottom line is that you can imhas to offer.
prove your sexual function. These changDid you catch all that? 5 simple es will be very quick for some, for others
things every male can do to improve it may take several weeks or even months.
336.682.0455
sexual function - from libido to perfor- However, these changes not only improve
Juliette Partridge
Winston-Salem
mance.
sexual health, but overall health. Sexual
dysfunction
is merely
reflection
Colon Hydrotherapy
and Ion
Detox aFoot
Bath of over1. Consume high quality fats from foods all health. So work on getting healthy and
like fish, nuts, avocados, and other foods enjoy the simple pleasures life has to ofhigh in omega-3 fatty acids. Consider fer.
supplementing with an omega-3 fatty
acid product that has been purified of Todd Stebleton is a Certified Clinical Nutoxins.
tritionist and a Certified Personal Trainer.
He carries experience in corporate well2. Try your best to manage your stress. In ness, individual health coaching, and
a world driven by finances and job per- served as a host of a health radio show.
formance, we give everything we’ve got
to realize we have little left in the tank to
enjoy life’s simplest pleasures, including
sexual enjoyment. Additionally, limiting
your toxic exposure will significantly
enhance your overall function, including
energy and sexual function.
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3. Eating the right proteins will enhance
the function of every cell in the body.
Some of the highest quality proteins come
from vegetables, nuts, seeds, legumes,
and other plant-based foods. When
choosing meat and animal based products, look for organic, free-range, grassfed, and other similar labels that suggest
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Does Your Sunscreen Really Work? Is It Safe?

I

n a new investigation of 1,094 namebrand sunscreens, the Environmental
Working Group (EWG) found that 4
out of 5 sunscreen products offer inadequate protection from the sun, or contain
ingredients with significant safety concerns. Leading brands were the worst
offenders: None of market leader Coppertone's 48 sunscreen products met
EWG's criteria for safety and effective-

ness, and only 1 of 110 products from
Banana Boat and Neutrogena, the second- and third-largest manufacturers, are
recommended by EWG.
Many products on the market present
obvious safety and effectiveness concerns, including one of every eight that
does not protect from UVA radiation This
problem is aggravated by the fact that
FDA has not finalized comprehensive

Chiropractic...
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function. We can help remove interferences
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sunscreen safety standards they began
drafting 30 years ago. Overall we identified 162 products that offer very good sun
protection with ingredients that present
minimal health risks to users. Find out
which in our best and worst lists.
More Americans than ever are using
sunscreen to protect from sunburn and
guard against skin cancer. Top choices
include products with high SPF ratings,
and that are waterproof or that advertise
"broad spectrum" protection. Most people
trust that the claims on the bottle will
ensure that the product truly protects their
health and their families'. Nothing could
be less certain.
What does "SPF" really mean?
SPF, or Sun Protection Factor, is a
measurement of how well a sunscreen
will protect skin from UVB rays, the kind
of radiation that causes sunburn. If your
skin would normally burn after 10 minutes in the sun, for example, wearing an
SPF 15 sunscreen would theoretically
allow you to stay in the sun for 150 minutes (10 x 15) without burning. This is a
rough estimate, however, and your own
skin, the type of activity you do in the sun
(i.e. one involving water or sweat), and
the intensity of sunlight may give you
more or less safety.
Note that SPF ratings can be confusing or misleading at times. For example,
the rating tells you about UVB protection,
but nothing about protection from also
harmful UVA rays. The SPF scale is also
not linear: SPF 50 does not prevent burns
2/3 times longer than a SPF 30, and in
fact blocks only about 1.3% more UVB
radiation than SPF 30. In addition, The
Food and Drug Administration has expressed concerns that current testing
methods may not be able to accurately
and reproducibly determine SPF values
for high SPF products.
Sourced with permission from the Environmental Working Group. Visit www.
ewg.org for the complete study. The mission of EWG ( a non-profit orgaznization)
is to use the power of public information
to protect public health and the environment
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Graciously Gray

Going Gray Got You Down?
There may be some solutions.

H

uman hair turns gray – fact. But
why? How? Moreover, can we
stop it? There are so many questions, especially for those going gray. The
good and bad news is that, while stopping
it isn’t a viable option, slowing it down
just may be.
Why We Go Gray
Before diving into “the slow down”
process, you need to understand why hair
grays to begin with.
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In reality, everyone’s hair is white but
gets its color from a pigment known as
melanin, which resides in the middle
layer of the hair shaft, the cortex. Melanin
begins to form in our follicles prior to
birth. While the hair forms, melanocytes
spread melanin into cells that contain
keratin, the protein that our hair, skin and
nails are made of. Even after birth, melanocytes continually pump these cells
full of melanin, giving keratin proteins
color. In the end, hair color depends on
the amount, type and circulation of
melanin in the cortex.

On the other hand, gray hair is the
result of pigment reduction while white
hair simply has no pigment at all. Why
this pigment reduction comes about remains a mystery but many scientists and
holistic practitioners continue to study
underlying causes.
What the Scientists Say
According to Dr. Desmond Tobin, a
professor of cell biology at the University
of Bradford in England, each hair follicle
has a “melanogentic clock” that ticks
throughout our lives. As the ticking wears
on, melanocyte movement declines thus,
slowly decreasing the amount of melanin
infused in hair. The rate at which this occurs varies from person to person although, it’s been said that, chances of
turning gray increase by 10 – 20% each
decade… for everyone.
In another related theory that became
public in February 2005, Harvard scientists claimed that absolute failure of
melanocytes may cause graying hair. They
stated that when melanocytes cease function and fail to uphold their duties, it

might also stop sending the same signals
that manufacture hair color in the body.
The latest scientific breakthrough
revolves around the enzyme catalase. This
enzyme is found in all living organisms.
Catalase helps organisms turn hydrogen
peroxide into water and oxygen. Yes, the
same hydrogen peroxide found in hair
shafts.
According to a recent CBS News
report, human hair eventually begins to
“bleach itself from the inside out.” This
begins when catalase levels decrease and
hydrogen peroxide, which naturally occurs in our hair, cannot be broken down
properly. Hydrogen peroxide then begins
to build up, making hair turn gray.
Karin Schallreuter, yet another professional from England’s University of
Bradley (a clinical and experimental
dermatology professor to be exact), stated
in the report that finding out ways to stop
this break down could be the key to preventing gray hair in humans.
No matter what idea any one scientist, doctor, or professor may believe,
most can agree on some internal and
external factors that, without a doubt,
have a hand in enabling graying to begin
(see side bar on page 39 for factors).
Holistic Medicine Begs to Differ
While the scientific approach to
reasoning why we humans ultimately go
gray are intriguing, as always, they butt
heads with what holistic practitioners
suggest. Although admittedly, there is no
scientific evidence that puts truth to any
herbal approach, the proof may be in the
pudding when it comes to steadfast ancient tradition that has been practiced for

years.
Ancient holistic medicine practices,
such as Chinese Medicine (TCM) and
Ayurveda, believe that there is always a
root cause to outlying problems and prematurely gray hair is no exception. In
these traditions, it is believed that graying
may be caused by underlying illnesses
such as vitiligo, anemia, chronic vitamin
B deficiency, thyroid imbalance, alopecia
areata, and excessive stress, to name a
few.
Treat These Conditions and
Start to Kiss Grays Goodbye
• Thyroid disorders: Conditions such as
Grave's disease, Hashimoto's disease,
hyperthyroidism, and hypothyroidism
have been linked with premature gray
hair.
• Vitamin B12 deficiency anemia: It can
be due to a diet low in vitamin B12,
which is found mainly in meat, eggs, and
milk. It can also occur if the stomach can't
absorb vitamin B12, due to surgery involving the stomach or small intestinesuch as gastric bypass surgery, diseases
that affect the small intestine, such as
Crohn's disease, celiac disease, fish tapeworms, or small intestine bacterial overgrowth, or a lack of protein called intrinsic factor due to an autoimmune reaction
or a genetic defect.
• Vitiligo: A condition in which your skin
loses melanocytes, resulting in very light
patches of skin and possibly premature
gray hair.
• Early menopause

• Smoking: Cigarette smoking has been
linked to premature gray hair.
TCM takes it even further by suggesting that our hair, gray or not, reflects the
strength of our kidneys and the quality of
our blood. By treating these conditions,
you may be able to reverse gray hair – at
least for a little while.
However, both sides—scientific and
holistic—do agree that genetics play the
biggest role in this arena. Thus, if you are
genetically predisposed to gray hair, there
is very little you can do to stop it, aside
from covering your grays.
Nature to The Rescue!
As you can see, taking care of your
hair is not as easy as lather, rinse, repeat.
Filling your head with chemicals, literally, isn’t the answer either. If you want
to avoid going prematurely gray, there is
much more to it than that.
While TCM suggests avoiding too
much meat, dairy and salt, and recommends eating foods such as seaweed that
strengthen the blood and kidneys (see
sidebar), there are many vegan foods that
also help. And as many parents can attest,
stress seems to be an obvious factor when
it comes to gray hair; a problem that a
vegan diet filled with B9 vitamin, such as
grains, nuts, and leafy veggies, can help
reduce.
Other herbal remedies like the famous He Shou Wu herb, also called
Polygonum multiflorum or Fo-Ti are
equally great aids in the race against
grays. The name of this particular product
– He Shou Wu -- hails from the Chinese
(continued on page 39)
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Cherished, Romantic and Well Prepared

his article is written for both the
upcoming bride and groom who
choose to start their married lives
with confidence and assurance ‘of forever’. You will notice in this story Greg
and Mary are meeting with their professional and taking healthy action steps that
lead to clarity, a strong relationship, enhanced communication levels and understanding of, and banishment of, nonbeneficial subconscious impressions.
They choose to resolve damaging differences and diminish apprehension and
pre-wedding tension.
You will also recognize their issues
are very similar to many couples, and
with desire and subconscious understanding of the problem, one can change
their impression of that permanently. As

you read deeper into their story, you will
gain knowledge that one of them has
discovered that they have repeated difficulty with conflict and the other person
realizes they have a history of having difficulty with letting go of their self-perceived freedom despite truly loving their
significant other. Their BIG day is nearing
and they sense that all the necessary
energy and preparation to create their
‘perfect day’ has brought them to a place
in their life where they recognize the need
to reconnect and refocus on the real
reason they desire to spend the rest of
their lives together forever. They love and
adore each other; it is their plan to spend
their lives together. They choose to obtain
clarity in areas of their relationship that
if not addressed, could divide them as a
couple causing unnecessary problems
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later in their married life.
Greg discusses how they have both
carefully planned their storybook wedding and their big day is quickly nearing.
All their appointments, the wedding nuptials and pre-wedding parties have been
purposely considered and accomplished.
They both agree their reception reflects
their personal preferences, and their
chosen accessories seem to be ‘picture
perfect’. They discuss that a lot of time
and energy have been spent on their
upcoming wedding and they smile as
they talk about how romance and all its
glory await them at their extraordinary
honeymoon destination. Their professional listens as they further share their
story of their wedding party excitement
and how their family and friends eagerly
await the BIG event. Like the future bride
and groom, in the professional’s mind’s
eye, it seems like the words they use
describing their blessed event are, “beautiful, romantic and delightful”.
Greg notes they are both clear on
who is ‘footing which bills’ and who’s in
charge of planning particular events. They
both chime in, “Our most memorable day
of our life is approaching VERY quickly
and we both want to be fully prepared
and be fully ready to capture all our special moments”. Greg humorously states
how they have discovered and mutually
agreed upon the ‘Hallmark Cake’ and
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Mary chats about how her florist has
helped her pick floral designs that beautifully compliment their carefully chosen
wedding attire.
As they discuss their ‘cooperative
attempt’ to decide the best photographer,
emotions, postural gestures and the tone
of conversation in the room begins to shift
from a free flowing dialogue to a tense
exchange of words. This seemingly innocent subject matter brings to the surface dormant unhealthy feelings that need
to be addressed so this couple can begin
their married life with peace and inner
happiness vs. anger and resentment. It
appears to all present, as the couple discusses their preference of photographer
in greater details, the ‘we’ as a couple
seems to become forgotten, and up
comes a familiar old and dormant emotional rush of dreaded conflict to one of
the two individuals. As this person tries
to express their feelings with great difficulty the other person attempts to listen
despite their frequent feelings of inadequacy in how to solve problems. The
professional helps redirect Greg and
Mary’s focus and explains that when they
notice themselves struggling with feelings
of fear, rejection and conflict, old subconscious beliefs and emotions become
misinterpreted, and if not understood can
become a block to finding peaceful resolution.
Their professional has seen their snap
reactions to how they respond to heightened differences of opinions. Prior to the
initial session with Greg and Mary, they
each filled out an intake form. Each just
acted out precisely what they had written
on their intake forms regarding what they
felt had limited them in making desired
changes to improve their relationship.
Because they mutually value the ‘we’
in their relationship, and choose to
marry with confidence and assurance ‘of
forever’, both Greg and Mary decided to
see this specialist so they could be well
prepared to handle ‘crunch time’ with
greater ease, be fully present, emotionally and mentally, and connected-as-one
as they become husband and wife. The
initial purpose of their sessions was to
take steps to understand why one of them
reported having years of fear of conflict,
and why the other person had an ongoing
struggle with feelings of inadequacy during difficult times in their relationship

even though they were continually supported by their loved one.
Their consulting specialist educated
them about the power of the mind and
the benefits of receiving hypnosis. They
soon understood that many human deficits are caused by subconscious beliefs
- patterns of habits, stresses and emotional barriers and can usually be traced
to the individual’s interpretations by the
subconscious mind. When we deem
something truly believable (thoughts,
habits, etc.), that information bypasses
the critical factor of the conscious mind
and WHAM, it enters into our subcon-

scious. We then begin to act upon that
information.
The couple leaned that with desire
for change, they can release that information and once ‘the impression’ is also
understood by the conscious mind, they
are able to reduce or resolve the
problem(s). Most times, they are able to
eliminate the exact problem that unintentionally interferes with one’s life and relationships. With this knowledge and a
few hypnosis sessions in a natural trance
state (a process), Greg and Mary successfully accomplished their chosen goals;
they were able to banish their subcon-
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scious underlying problem(s). This process and favorable results allowed them
to honor each other’s needs, to each own
a sense of healthy self esteem and allowed each the freedom to feel they could
agree to disagree and honestly communicate without fear of conflict. These
benefits can now be carried into their
marriage instead of resentment and fear.
Many people believe the clergy and
the photographer are the two most important parts of your wedding; they make
your whole experience cherished and
gratifying. Like Greg and Mary, you both
realize your upcoming wedding day is
the introduction of your marriage vs. the
wedding itself. That is why it is time to be
sure that as a couple, you have both
touched base with your needs, be united
as ‘we’ and refocused on the true meaning of your blessed event. All the countless hours, days and months of preplanning will be muted in comparison to the
real reason that you have chosen to spend
your lives together.
One of the most important days of
your life is about to occur, therefore you
will both choose to be and feel confident
and make your big day memorable. Or,
if not careful, you could both feel mentally frayed or stressed out by the time
your cherished day arrives. This is also a
great time to discern if you are you feeling
emotionally ‘in the glow’? Is there stress
that seems larger than your perfect day?
Are you both mentally and emotionally
prepared to handle ‘crunch time’? Are

there some emotions you choose to set
free so that you also can have a strong
and happy marriage, communicate
openly and be free of fear to express feelings honestly and able to set healthy
boundaries?
One of the most important events any
bride and groom can add to their elegant
day is being and feeling emotionally welldesigned and well-dressed internally with
happiness, diminished stress and feeling
unrushed. Because you both choose to
connect, remember that commitment is
a process and value that allows self to
express with greater ease when free from
former subconscious obstacles. Years
later as you look back at your treasured
photographs you will see pictures of you
both beaming ecstatically internally and
externally, evidence of your cherished
moments and memories. Keep in mind,
willpower will not remove stress or subconscious barriers nor will it emotionally
help you to feel or find true happiness.
Relying on willpower is like relying on
failure to create change and joy.
Facts: You do NOT need to continue
to make the same mistakes! Approximately 80% of your thought capacity is
controlled in your powerful, subconscious mind. Because the conscious (rational, analytical, willpower) mind cannot override emotions, people innocently continue to repeat the same patterns of behaviors, etc. that harm or
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damage a potentially good relationship.
With desire and commitment to change
via hypnosis you CAN tap into your powerful subconscious mind, and easily unlock and release ‘rooted’ subconscious
beliefs, thoughts and habits that create
amazing, life changing results.
Hypnosis is a modality that is a natural occurring process. Because you are
committed to being and feeling your best,
your consulting hypnotist will be your
guide in helping you identify, release and
banish stress, doubts and fears and beneficially help you get through the organizational matter of your wedding events
from the beginning to the end with much
greater ease. With so many families having multiple parents, hypnosis can also
help you focus on ‘the memorable couple’ instead of them. Your specialist will
understand well in advance what your
needs and desires are (via an intake form),
so both bride and groom can attain the
proper perspective, the ideal state of relaxation and help you both stay naturally
happy and healthy right through your
honeymoon and into years beyond. Hypnosis can help the ideal couple eradicate
pre-wedding pressures so that you can
both focus on having the ‘perfect wedding’. Imagine your wedding nerves
‘melting away’ and you - the bride and
groom approaching your gala event with
internal peace and happiness. Picture
your wedding and wedding story being
‘the wedding of bliss’. Imagine your wedding is the one that is remembered as ‘the
most memorable to all’, especially to you,
the bride and groom. As you think about
your wedding, hear the words spoken,
“cherished, romantic and well prepared”.
Wishing your marriage joy and valued
happiness as you celebrate your life together!
Polly Humphreys, Specialist and Consulting Hypnotist at Alternative Wellness &
Beyond is recognized for her skilled ability to help her clients uncover and permanently release - deep seated subconscious beliefs, thoughts and unwanted
habits that unknowingly sabotage
relationship(s). For further information or
a free consultation or to set an appointment call 336-988-5750. Web address:
www.alternativewellness.net

(continued from page 35)
language and means “black-haired Mr.
He.” Its legend talks of an elderly villager
called Mr. He who took the herb regularly. The herb restored Mr. He’s black
hair, youthful appearance, and vitality. To
us, Mr. He sounds like mystery; but a viable option, nonetheless.
Still, it can be just as dangerous to
stock up on herbal supplements, vitamins, and other natural remedies as it is
to ingest chemical ones. Be sure to check
in with your health practitioner – holistic
or otherwise – if you plan to use one of
these methods.

Factors That Contribute
To Going Gray
Internal:
Genetic defects
Hormones
Body distribution
Age
External:
Climate
Pollutants
Toxins
Chemical exposure

Universally Speaking
Amidst all the back and forth on graying, what can be agreed upon is that
universal “gray” factors like genetics and
hormones. These can easily be seen when
a new mother turns gray shortly after giving birth or when an entire lineage of
women is gray by 40.
It can also easily be said that a diet
rich in minerals, B vitamins, grains, nuts,
and leafy greens is also important to hair
health. To that end, avoiding bodily contaminants like cigarette smoke, excessive
chemicals (yes, chemical color addicts,
this means you!), and environmental pollutants as much as possible.
You don’t need to be a holistic guru
or a rocket scientist to see that following
a simple diet, avoiding unnecessary toxins, and leading an overall healthy life
will lead to equally hearty hair and a
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Clogged Pores by Your Shampoo?
As for that lather, rinse, repeat bit, it
is also important to avoid chemicals such
as sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS). SLS is rampant in many hair products and has actually been shown to weaken hair follicles.
SLS, along with many other chemicals,
have been shown to decrease normal hair
re-growth from three to 24 months resulting in a look that suggests hair loss, even
though it is nothing more than a prolonged “sleep” stage in the hair growth
cycle. Using natural or organic shampoos
(which are always sulfate free) is the best
way to go for a health scalp and follicles.
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More Hair Raising Facts:
• The average scalp has 100,000
-150,000 hairs.
• Hair is so strong that each hair can
withstand the strain of 100 grams
(3.5 ounces). An average head of hair
could hold 10-15 tons if only the
scalp was strong enough!
• Human hair grows autonomously,
that is each hair is on its own individual cycle. If all our hair were on
the same cycle, we would molt!
• Hair has the highest rate of mitosis
(cell division). An average hair grows
0.3 mm a day and 1 cm per
month.
“gray-free” life. Well… until those genetics kick in anyway!
Kassie Kuehl is a respected leader and
educator in natural health and beauty
care. The founder of Kasia natural line of
skin care, expert in ammonia-free hair
color services, and stylist for Kasia Organic Salon, Kassie combines her experience as a nutrition coach with her ongoing Functional Medicine research to apply
a whole of body “Beautiful Health’ approach. For more information on graying
or natural ways to cover up, check out
Kassia Organic Salon at www.kasiaorganicsalon.com
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Reflexology Tips for Depression

D

epression is a
feeling
of intense sadness. It may follow a recent loss,
or other sad
event, persisting
beyond an appropriate length
of time that is out
of proportion to
the event. An
episode of depression typically
lasts about 6 months if untreated, but
sometimes it lasts for 2 years or even
more. It can begin at almost any age.
Heredity, side effects of certain drugs, and
emotionally distressing events can make
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a person more likely to experience depression. It may occur in contrast with or
caused by a number of physical disorders
such as thyroid disease and other hormonal disorders, auto-immune diseases
including rheumatoid arthritis that causes
chronic pain and disability. Alcoholism
and substance abuse disorders may also
be causes of depression.
Symptoms typically develop gradually
over days or weeks. For example, a person who is depressed may appear sluggish or sad or irritable and anxious. A
person who is depressed may become
withdrawn. He or she may speak little,
stop eating and sleep little. In contrast, a
depressed person may appear anxious
and fearful (especially in the evening),
has an increased appetite resulting in
weight gain, and, although initially unable to sleep, sleeps for increasingly
longer periods of time. Many people with
depression cannot experience emotions—including grief, joy, and pleasure—in a normal way. They may be
preoccupied with intense feelings of guilt
and self-denigration and may not be able
to concentrate. They are often indecisive
and withdrawn, feeling progressively
helpless and hopeless, and may think
about death and suicide.
Depression can usually be treated
successfully and does not represent a
character flaw or weakness of mental
abilities.
Foot reflexology is an adjuvant treat-

ment that can
help, especially
if done once a
week. Begin on
the toes making
small circles
with your
thumb on the
tops, bottoms
and sides. Move
to the soles and
continue
thumb-circling
the length, always in the direction of the heart.
Next, thumb-circle the ankle areas,
and finish by thumb-circling the length
of the tops of the feet.
When you encounter a blockage in
the form of a large or small lump, thumb
circle the area from 20 seconds to 2 minutes until the blockage is gone. This may
take several treatments. In treating depression pay special attention to the 7
endocrine glands: the pituitary, pineal,
thyroid, thymus, adrenals, pancreas, and
the reproductive ovaries and testes. The
endocrine system is a powerful coordinator of all body functions, strengthening
and regulating body rhythms, as well as
balancing chemical and emotional functions which have a direct effect on your
mood. In addition to the endocrine
glands, lightly thumb-circle the reflexes
to the liver, lungs, solar plexus and brain.
These vital reflexes help overcome depression.
By giving yourself regular reflexology
treatments you will soon feel a great
improvement in your health and disposition.. As you relieve body stiffness, you
will also be relieving mental rigidity. Both
your appearance and behavior will improve as your body returns to health.
Annie Rawleigh is a Certified Reflexologist. For appointments, call 336-855-7380.
She also teaches reflexology certification.
See ad on page 68.

COOKINGcorner

Paulette Mitchell

TABOULI

Makes 4 servings (4 cups)

T

abouli, a well-known classic Middle Eastern dish, will keep for up to 3 days in a covered container in the refrigerator. It
can be assembled quickly and is great to have on hand in the summer to serve as a vegetarian salad or as a refreshing
accompaniment to fish or chicken. Traditionally, the recipe is made with bulgur wheat, but using couscous speeds up the
preparation time and yields delicious results.
3/4 cup water
3/4 cup couscous
1/4 cup fresh lemon juice
2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
1 tomato, cut into 1/2-inch cubes
1 cup seeded cucumber cut into 1/2 inch cubes
1/2 cup finely chopped fresh flat-leaf parsley
2 green onions, finely chopped
1/4 cup finely chopped fresh mint leaves
1/4 teaspoon salt, or to taste
1/4 teaspoon pepper, or to taste

Heat the water in a small saucepan over high heat until very hot but
not boiling. Remove the pan from the heat. Stir in the couscous. Let stand,
covered, for 5 minutes or until the liquid is completely absorbed.
Meanwhile, stir together the lemon juice and olive oil in a medium
bowl. Stir in the tomato, cucumber, parsley, green onions, and mint.
Fluff the couscous with a fork and stir into the tomato mixture. Season
with salt and pepper.

Recipe from The Complete 15-Minute Gourmet: Creative Cuisine Made Fast and Fresh by Paulette Mitchell.
Paulette is an award-winning author of 13 cookbooks and is known internationally for her quick-to-prepare recipes with gourmet flair. The recipe above comes from her most recently published book, The Complete 15-Minute Gourmet: Creative Cuisine
Made Fast and Fresh. Paulette is also a lecturer, cooking instructor, spokesperson and freelance writer. She especially enjoys
international travel, which she says is her best source of inspiration. Her cookbooks are available at amazon.com. Also, visit her
web site: paulettemitchell.com
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an introduction to

TAI CHI

S

ometimes referred to as "moving meditation"—practitioners of tai chi move their bodies slowly, gently, and with
awareness, while breathing deeply.

Overview
Tai chi developed in ancient China. It started as a martial
art and a means of self-defense. Over time, people began to
use it for health purposes as well.
Accounts of the history of tai chi vary. A popular legend
credits its origins to Chang San-Feng, a Taoist monk, who developed a set of 13 exercises that imitate the movements of
animals. He also emphasized meditation and the concept of
internal force (in contrast to the external force emphasized in
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other martial arts, such as kung fu and tae kwon do).
The term "tai chi" (shortened from "tai chi chuan") has been
translated in various ways, such as "internal martial art" and
"supreme ultimate fist." It is sometimes called "taiji" or "taijiquan."
Tai chi incorporates the Chinese concepts of yin and yang
(opposing forces within the body) and qi (a vital energy or life
force). Practicing tai chi is said to support a healthy balance of
yin and yang, thereby aiding the flow of qi.
People practice tai chi by themselves or in groups. In the
Chinese community, people commonly practice tai chi in
nearby parks—often in early morning before going to work.
There are many different styles, but all involve slow, relaxed,

graceful movements, each flowing into the next. The body is in
constant motion, and posture is important. The names of some
of the movements evoke nature (e.g., "Embrace Tiger, Return to
Mountain"). Individuals practicing tai chi must also concentrate,
putting aside distracting thoughts; and they must breathe in a
deep and relaxed, but focused manner.

hypertension, and osteoarthritis. In 2008, a review of published
research, also funded by NCCAM, found that tai chi reduced
participants' blood pressure in 22 (of 26) studies.

Use in the United States
A 2007 survey by the National Center for Health Statistics
and the National Center for Complementary and Alternative
Medicine (NCCAM) on Americans' use of CAM found that 1
percent of the more than 23,300 adults surveyed had used tai
chi in the past 12 months. Adjusted to nationally representative
numbers, this means more than 2.3 million adults.
People practice tai chi for various health-related purposes,
such as:

• As with any exercise regimen, if you overdo practice, you
may have sore muscles or sprains.

• For benefits associated with low-impact, weight-bearing,
aerobic exercise

Side Effects and Risks
Tai chi is a relatively safe practice. However, there are some
cautions:

• Tai chi instructors often recommend that you do not practice tai chi right after a meal, or when you are very tired, or
if you have an active infection.
• If you are pregnant, or if you have a hernia, joint problems,
back pain, fractures, or severe osteoporosis, your health care
provider may advise you to modify or avoid certain postures
in tai chi.
If You Are Thinking About Practicing Tai Chi

• To improve physical condition, muscle strength, coordination, and flexibility

• Do not use tai chi as a replacement for conventional care
or to postpone seeing a doctor about a medical problem.

• To improve balance and decrease the risk of falls, especially in elderly people

• If you have a medical condition or have not exercised in
a while, consult with your health care provider before starting tai chi.

• To ease pain and stiffness—for example, from osteoarthritis
• To improve sleep
• For overall wellness.
The Status of Tai Chi Research
Scientific research on the health benefits of tai chi is ongoing. Several studies have focused on the elderly, including tai
chi's potential for preventing falls and improving cardiovascular fitness and overall well-being. A 2007 NCCAM-funded study
on the immune response to varicella-zoster virus (the virus that
causes shingles) suggested that tai chi may enhance the immune
system and improve overall well-being in older adults. Tai chi
has also been studied for improving functional capacity in breast
cancer patients and quality of life in people with HIV infection.
Studies have also looked at tai chi's possible benefits for a
variety of other conditions, including cardiovascular disease,

• Keep in mind that learning tai chi from a video or book
does not ensure that you are doing the movements correctly
and safely.
• If you are considering a tai chi instructor, ask about the
individual's training and experience.
• Look for published research studies on tai chi for the health
condition you are interested in.
• Tell your health care providers about any complementary
and alternative practices you use. Give them a full picture
of what you do to manage your health. This will help ensure
coordinated and safe care.
Source: National Center for Complementary and Alternative
Medicine. Visit www.nccam.nih.gov for more information.
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NUGGETSofWISDOM

S

onora Dodd of
Spokane, Washington, first proposed
the idea of a father's
day in 1909. Mrs.
Dodd wanted a special day to honor her
father, William Smart,
a Civil War
veteran who was widowed when his
wife died in childbirth with their sixth
child. Mrs. Dodd wanted to celebrate
the strength and selflessness her father
had shown in raising his children as a
single parent.
The first Father's Day was observed
on June 19, 1910. June was chosen
because it was the month of William
Smart’s birth. In 1924, President Calvin

Coolidge supported
the idea of a national
Father's Day. However, the first presidential proclamation
honoring fathers was
not issued until 1966,
when President Lyndon
Johnson
designated the third Sunday in June as
Father's Day. Father's Day has been celebrated annually since 1972 when President Richard Nixon signed the public
law that made it permanent.
Father's Day has become a day to
not only honor your father, but all men
who act as a father figure. Stepfathers,
uncles, grandfathers, and adult male
friends are all honored on Father's Day.

Switzerland Ranked
Greenest Country

The History of Father’s Day

T

witter, the free blogging and social
networking site, enables its users
worldwide to discuss (among other
topics) all things green. From green living tips to environmental news, users
can follow the green musings of its 2
million users.
Green Twitters to consider:
• twitter.com/LighterFootstep notifies followers of green living tips

Twitter Me Green

• twitter.com/GlobalWarming for top green news and global warming updates.
• twitter.com/GreenTweet provides interesting and useful green living advice.
• twitter.com/NWF is the National Wildlife Federation’s twitter, which compiles the
latest green environmental news
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ale University has ranked 149 countries according to an environmental performance index (EPI), which is a
weighting of carbon and sulfur emissions, water purity and conservation
practices. Switzerland ranked # 1. In
fact, 14 out of the top 20 greenest countries are European countries.
The United States came in at #39,
something we need to work on.
Breaking the top 5 this year, was
Costa Rica, the first developing country
to do so. Why? Because Costa Ricans
protect their rain forests and market to
eco-tourists who share their vision of
continuing biodiversity and rain forest
preservation.
The top 10: Switzerland, Norway,
Sweden, Finland, Costa Rica, Austria,
New Zealand, Latvia, Colombia, and
France.

Consider a Community Garden

W

I

Wicked Good

t's barbeque season, so it's time for
many of us to fire up the grill, but
which fuel to use?
Some charcoal produces 105 times
more carbon monoxide than burning
propane, plus lots of harmful VOC's, but
propane is a fossil fuel and net contributor to atmospheric CO2. For healthier
grilling:
1. Try to cook the food as far away
from the heat source as possible
2. Don’t let the flames touch the
meat.
3. Keep the heat down. Controlling
heat may be somewhat easier with a gas
grill than with a charcoal grill. (By the
way, a gas grill has not been shown to be
any safer than a charcoal grill.)
4. Use foil or a drip pan. The smoke
created from fat dripping on the heat
source contains carcinogens that can
then be absorbed by the food. This will
prevent the fat from reaching the coals
or flames.
5. If meat does become charred, cut
off as much as you can.
A greener charcoal, like Wicked
Good Charcoal, is a good option. It is
super dense carbonized lump wood
made from five different kinds of Brazilian timber certified by the Forest Stewardship Council. It is 100% natural,
burns longer and cleaner and comes in
over-sized bags making your purchase
more efficient and economical.
Want more information? Visit www.wickedgoodcharcoal.com.

hat is a community garden?
Simply put, it is any piece of
land gardened by a group of people.
It can be urban, suburban, or rural.
It can grow flowers, vegetables or
community. It can be one community plot, or can be many individual
plots. It can be at a school, hospital,
or in a neighborhood. It can also be
a series of plots dedicated to "urban
agriculture" where the produce is
grown for a market.
Benefits of Community Gardens:
• Improves the quality of life for people in the garden
• Provides a catalyst for neighborhood and community development
• Stimulates social interaction
• Encourages self-reliance
• Beautifies neighborhoods
• Produces nutritious food
• Reduces family food budgets
• Conserves resources
• Creates opportunity for recreation, exercise, therapy, and education
• Reduces crime
• Preserves green space
• Creates income opportunities and economic development
• Reduces city heat from streets and parking lots
• Provides opportunities for intergenerational and cross-cultural connections
Source: American Community Garden Association. For more information about
starting one in your community, visit www.communitygarden.org
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Health & Healing Gardens

I

t’s that time of the year
again when we start asking
ourselves if this is the year
that we are going to have that
successful garden. Gardening
can be an extremely satisfying
use of your time and many
gardeners could not image a
world where they were not
tilling the soil, planting the
seeds or weeding. Others cannot imagine
starting or maintaining a garden because
they don’t have the time, don’t have the
space or don’t see a real benefit.
Perhaps this article will give gardeners and non-garderners alike a relevant
reason to start and maintain your garden
this year – your health.
Generally, most people who eat from

their vegetable gardens are already eating
healthy vegetables and still others make
it a priority to buy fresh fruits and vegetables from their local grocer.
So, What is a Health and Healing
Garden?
It is a garden plan designed specifically with your health needs in mind. Is
high cholesterol a problem for you? Well

then garlic should be a part of
your garden plan. Due to its
lutein content, spinach should
be a part of your garden plan
if you are concerned about
preventing cataracts. Onions
should also join the plan if you
are diabetic because they are
rich in chromium, a trace
mineral that helps cells respond to insulin. Broccoli and tomatoes
work in tandem to reduce the risk of
advanced prostate cancer according to a
study published about cancer research.
In short, your garden helps your doctor
help you.
After consulting with your doctor or
nutritionist, the Internet is a useful place
to start when developing your health &
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healing garden plan. The nutrient content
of many fruits and vegetables can easily
be researched, however, those values are
based on the nutrients available in your
fruits or vegetables at the time of harvest.
From the moment vegetables are picked
they start losing nutrients, therefore the
shorter the distance and time between
harvest and ingestion, the better. For this
reason, food from your garden is always
going to be packed with the most nutrients and therefore provide the most
health benefits.
Now that you know what vegetables
you should be eating to maintain your
health and heal your body, how are you
going to grow all of these vegetables in a
way that doesn’t require a lot of space or
a prohibitive amount of time? The answer
is the Square Foot Garden method.
Square Foot Gardening is a method
that allows a gardener to grow several
different crops in a 3(feet) by 6(feet) (or
any number of length by width combinations). It is very similar to the raised bed,
cubed gardening or intensive gardening
concept with a few particular exceptions.
First, Square Foot Gardening does
require you to create 12 inch grids (a
square foot) in the raised beds, tables, etc.
This allows you to see the boundaries
between your vegetables, flowers and
herbs. This is very important so that you
do not plant more than the soil can
handle in a particular space. If your vegetables are competing for nutrients, you
will not get the best yield available.
The second exception to this method

is the “soiless soil” or mix. There is no
digging involved in square foot gardening
because you fill your box (which is on a
weed sheet if you have it on the ground
on grass) with a mix of vermiculite, peat
moss and five different types of organic
compost. The purpose of the mix is to
reduce the amount of water you need and
the time it takes to water your garden. The
different types of compost give your vegetables and herbs all the nutrients they
need, eliminating the need for constant
soil tests and expensive fertilizer mixes.
The third exception to this method is
that the backbreaking work is eliminated.
No more tilling and weeding is the exception, not the norm. When just maintaining
the garden, all it requires is 15-30 minutes
a week. When harvesting and replanting,
add an additional 30 minutes.
You can have a health and healing
garden plan designed for each person in
your family and their particular needs in
mind. One garden plan could include
cabbage, broccoli, spinach, eggplant,
rosemary, garlic, onion, lettuce and carrots. Children's plans might reflect a
greater need for the B vitamins allowing
their bodies to process carbohydrates and
sugars, etc. And, garden boxes can be on
tables eliminating the need to bend to
tend to the garden, a relief for those with
aching backs.
Submitted by Suki K Tranqille, of the
Garden of Knowledge Institute (GOKI).
She may be contacted at suki@gokiheals.
com or 336-602-4993. Visit www.gokiheals.com

"Let your food
be your medicine,
and your medicine
be your food."
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-Hippocrates

KNOWyourHERBS
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Quinoa

uinoa (pronounced keenwa) is not a true cereal
grain, but rather the botanical fruit of an annual herb plant. It is,
however, treated as a grain in cooking.
The grains are small flattened spheres
(available in the more common yellow
or the unusual Inca red color), approximately 1.5 to 2 mm in diameter. When
cooked, the germ coils into a small
"tail" that lends a pleasant crunch. The
leaves of the plant can also be eaten
raw in salads or cooked like spinach.
One of the world's most perfect
foods, it has been consumed for thousands of years in South America. Its
small nutritious seeds resemble millet
and are very versatile to a variety of
cooking styles. It blends well with seasonings from mild to wild. First cultivated more than 5,000 years ago, quinoa, along with corn and potatoes, was
one of the three foods considered the
centerpiece of the Andean diet. In that
diet quinoa was a primary food source
while animal foods were secondary.
Today, especially in the United States,
grains and animal foods have reversed
roles, with grains declining in popularity
as meat consumption has risen.
If you believe in the philosophy
that you can use food as your medi-

cine, then this should be on your top
ten list of healthy foods. It is related to
swiss chard and spinach, but is a complete protein. It contains 20 different
amino acids, including all nine amino
acids that are essential to life. Among
its myriad of health benefits, Quinoa is
also rich in iron, copper, zinc, riboflavin, protein, magnesium, manganese,
fiber, phosphorus, vitamins, minerals

and potassium, making it a nutrient
powerhouse. Quinoa is gluten free,
which is wonderful for anyone who
suffers from Celiac disease, or for anyone with food sensitivities, including
wheat and soy intolerances. Modern
research is proving that the food we
eat can bestow good health and vigor,
or it can make us ill and miserable,
despite the millions of dollars that are
spent by fast food chains telling us
that hamburgers, french fries and sodas are 'not fast food.'
Call them what you will, the
poor food choices that we make can
set into motion destructive processes
in our body. Now, more than ever before, science is vigorously validating
that our food choices are of urgent importance in determining our health at
the cellular level. If you know what is
going on in your body, particularly your
body’s cells, you know that each and every cell is a complex living colony, and
every food choice you make affects their
activity.
WHAT IS IT?
The ancient Incas held the Quinoa crop as sacred, referring to it as the
"mother of all grains," (wikipedia.org)
Their armies could march for days eat-
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ing a mixture of the Quinoa and fat known as "war balls."
History shows that during the 1500s the Spanish conquistadors thought of Quinoa as 'Indian food' and they actively suppressed its usage creating a 400-year decline in the production of quinoa.
In the past few decades Quinoa has found a resurgence
in North America. It may not be found frequently in most
home cabinets, but because Quinoa can be used as a healthy
alternative to white rice or couscous, combined with the ease
of preparation and healthy benefits, popularity is growing. The
texture is light and fluffy, not sticky or starchy. It cooks quickly,
contains no gluten, and has plenty of protein. In fact, many
nutritionists refer to quinoa as a "superfood." Quinoa tastes
mild and sweet, with nutty notes and a faintly tangy finish.
Before cooking, always rinse quinoa well under running
water to wash away the saponin, a natural and easily removed
coating, with a bitter flavor. You may be tempted to skip this
step, but take it from me: don’t skip rinsing it well. I know it’s
tempting—it looks pristine—but it has a bitter natural coating
called saponin, which is easily removed in this crucial first
step.
Quinoa has a protein content of 16 percent, which is higher than other grain. Quinoa also has an abundance of amino
acids that are essential to a healthy body. Though the quinoa
grain does have a higher fat content than most grains, this is far
outweighed by its exceptional levels of amino acids, iron, and
fiber. (umn.edu) It is cooked and eaten much like oatmeal.

There are about 1480 calories in one pound of quinoa flour
or seeds. Nutritional data on quinoa can vary from one variety
to another, from one method of saponin removal to another,
and from variations in growing conditions. Therefore, the data
offers a wide spread in its figures. For instance, its protein content can range from 7.5% to 22.1%. Compared to common
wheat at 14%, rye at 12%, and brown rice at 7.5%, quinoa's
figures are impressive.
QUINOA DESCRIPTION:
The quinoa plant resembles spinach but with 3' to 9' stalks
that take on a magenta hue. The large seedheads, which make
up nearly one half the plant, vary dramatically in color and
display a rainbow of reds, purples, greens, roses, lavenders,
oranges, wine reds, blacks, yellows, and mustards.
It is truly a remarkable plant; quinoa has a vertical seedhead covered with enough seeds to plant one-fourth acre. One
pound of seeds, equal to four cups, is sufficient to reap harvest
from one whole acre, enough to feed an Andean family of ten
for an entire year. History has shown that it thrives at higher
elevations (10,000 feet or higher) and that it is a versatile plant
which survives droughts and loves full hot sun as well as subfreezing temperatures. Quinoa prefers a sandy, alkaline soil. It
is not hybridized, nor is it genetically engineered. It is one of
the few foods that is as pure and wholesome as it was 5,000
years ago when the Incas thrived on it. The 'natural' home
of quinoa is between Southern Columbia to Argentina and
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Northern Chile.
TO PREPARE QUINOA:
Cooked quinoa is excellent in hot casseroles and soups,
stews, in stir-fries, or cold in salads. The seeds cook very
quickly, in only 15 minutes. Keep in mind that 1 cup of dry
Quinoa makes 4 cups cooked. Uncooked seeds may be added
to soups and stews as you would barley or rice and quinoa is
often substituted for rice in rice dishes. Dry roasting quinoa
in a pan or in the oven, before cooking will give a toasted
flavor, and it can be cooked in fruit juice to add character to
the flavor for use as a breakfast cereal or in desserts. Cold salads consisting of quinoa and chopped vegetables or cooked
beans make a quick, easy, and nutritious dish. Quinoa flour
is used in making pasta and a variety of baked goods such as
pancakes, bread, muffins, and crackers. Quinoa seeds can be
sprouted and eaten as raw, live food for snacks or in salads
and sandwiches. To sprout the seeds, soak about 1/3 cup seeds
in a jar for 2 to 4 hours, then drain and rinse the seeds twice
a day for 2 to 4 days. When the sprouts are about 1 inch long,
place them near a window for chlorophyll to develop, which
will give them a vibrant green color. Another fascinating way
of using quinoa is to "pop" the seeds in a dry skillet and eat
them as a dry cereal. If you are a fan of oatmeal, add them to
your oats.
Due to the relatively high oil and fat content of quinoa, the
grains and flour should be stored in glass jars in the refrigerator. Use the grains within a year and flour within 3 months.
Of course, the Internet is rich in recipes, but below is an
easy-to-make spring or summer side dish.
RED QUINOA SALAD
2 Servings
Ingredients
1 cup of red quinoa
2 cups water
6 radishes chopped in a medium dice, about 1 1/2 cups
Half a small red onion, cut into a small dices
1 large tomato, or equal amount of cherry tomatoes (1
cup) chopped
3/4 cup crumbled goat cheese (or bleu cheese)
2 tbs. capers, chopped coarsely (optional)
2 tsp chopped fresh oregano (or you can substitute with
fresh parsley)
Dressing ingredients:
1 tbs Dijon mustard
4 tbs red wine vinegar
1/3 cup olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste
Bring the water to a boil and pour the dry quinoa in,
cook for until all the water has absorbed and the quinoa is
done—about 10-15 minutes (you can also cook quinoa in a
rice cooker).
Let the quinoa cool and then toss with all the salad ingre-

dients except the cheese.
Whisk the mustard and vinegar together until smooth, begin to drizzle olive oil in, whisking constantly, until the mixture begins to emulsify. Add salt and pepper to taste.
Pour dressing over salad, toss to mix, adjust seasonings.
Fold cheese in carefully at the end, so as not to get all mushy.
Many vegetarians eat this as a high protein substitute
when cooking recipes that call for meat. It can be used in
sweet or savory dishes. In addition to protein, one serving provides 76% of your Daily Value (DV) for manganese and 39%
DV for iron. enjoy!
Submitted by Wendy Evensen. For more information and additional articles, visit www.carolinaherbsandcandles.com
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What Is An Adjuvant Therapy?

djuvant therapy is the use of a treatment (or therapy) in
addition to the primary therapy to increase the chances
of cure.
Hypnotherapy is a perfect adjuvant to many types of "traditional" or "primary" therapies. For example" in attempt to quit
smoking by use of the patch, pill, or other method, hypnotherapy would be the perfect adjuvant, or complementary
therapy, to add to the course of treatment. This also applies in
following a weight loss program.
Whatever your current therapy or pursued goal, consider
using hypnotherapy to strongly enhance your efforts. Many
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people also use hypnotherapy as the solitary course to successfully achieve their results.
Consider if you will, the difference between a rifle, which
launches a single projectile, and a shotgun, whicn sends a pattern of bb's covering a far larger area on the target. In similar
fashion, adding hypnotherapy to your traditional treatment
provides a larger pattern for you to target your goals of change
-- be it smoking cessation, weight loss, stress reduction, or
other life changing habits.
Submitted by Dave Schocker, RN and Certified Hypnotherapist.
He may be reached at 336-469-2549. See ad on page 20.
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any of us take vitamins, herbs and mineral supplements with the hope of staying young and maintaining good health. At the same time, most of the degenerative diseases are caused by too much acidic waste within
our body which slows down blood circulation. Acid actually
coagulates blood, and the buildup of acid then clogs up our
capillaries, preventing smooth blood circulation – hence the
reason why getting old also creates a low tolerance for cold.
Depending on where our bodies accumulate the acid,
disease symptoms are different. Our organs create all sorts of
problems when the blood circulation is reduced and at the
same time, it is amazing how quickly the various organs recover once blood circulation is restored.
I repeat, however, that one common thread with most
causes of illness is the same: too much acid. Unfortunately,
modern medicine tends to be overly concerned with the treatment of symptoms rather than the elimination of the causes of
disease.
This information came to light following my own diagnosis of prostate cancer when my naturopathic doctor began
talking of changing my diet to create more alkalinity within my blood system. In my article “Controlling the Balance
Beam with Water” in the March, 2009 issue, it was explained
in great detail the importance of becoming alkaline in order to
make tumors disappear.
So what does all of this have to do with the aging process
and getting old? Perfect examples are arthritis and gout which
are caused by uric acid crystals accumulating in the joints. In
his book, Reverse Aging, Sang Whang explains that uric acid
comes from nitrogen in protein such as red meat, and in fact,
gout used to be called “the rich man’s disease” since in the old
days, only the rich could afford to eat meat.
The uric acid cannot dissolve due to the low alkalinity of
an older person’s blood, so drinking acid free, alkaline water
will gradually elevate one’s blood pH, causing the buildup to
disappear naturally.
As we continue to live with poor waste disposal systems
for a long period of time, some parts of our body build up
more acids than others. That is when the capillary vessels near
those acidic areas begin clogging up, which causes some body
organs to begin functioning in a sluggish manner.
We then begin feeling tired and run down, sometimes
with no explanation, and begin to accept this phenomenon as
simply “getting old”. This phenomenon of getting old is often
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associated with developing high blood pressure, diabetes, arthritis, colon problems, allergies, or even cancer.
Osteoporosis, for example, is developed when phosphoric (soda pop) and sulfuric acids begin to accumulate at higher
levels than our bodies can absorb. So, to solve the problem,
our body begins to leech calcium from our skeleton. Taking
calcium pills provides only minimal help since calcium does
not dissolve real well, particularly with insufficient amounts of
magnesium and vitamin D.
In the more extreme cases, the build-up of acidic wastes
is so prevalent that it begins to destroy nearby healthy cells.
To be a healthy cell, it requires a slightly alkaline pH level so
some cells will begin to change their formula in order to survive in this unwanted acidic environment.
You may recall that I wrote that all cancer cells are acidic,
while healthy cells are alkaline. So even if the cancerous tumors are completely removed by surgery, the odds are con-
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siderable that new tumors will develop again as long as the
acidic conditions remain in that particular area.
Now that we have defined the aging process as simply
the accumulation of acidic waste products inside the body,
the million dollar question is ‘how can we reverse or even
slow down this universally human complaint known as getting old?’
There are two steps to reverse the aging process. The first
step is to develop a good disposal system and the second step
is to pull out the old wastes from their current places of deposit.
To develop a good disposal system, it is important to remember that waste disposal is done in liquid form by either
urine or perspiration. It is therefore imperative that we drink
plenty of water. You no doubt recall that nearly all diet programs suggest drinking 8 glasses of water a day, although at
the same time you probably have never been told what kind
of water to drink.
Remembering that all waste products are acidic, the hidden secret to stop the aging process is to drink acid free, alkaline water. Even drinking only four glasses of alkaline water
is much more effective that drinking eight glasses of regular
water.
Alkaline water is now found on the shelves of some health
food stores, however the more logical and much less costly
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way to both stop aging and improve health, is to obtain an
electronic water ionizer that splits alkaline minerals from the
acidic minerals, using your normal tap water as the source. All
such machines are imported from Japan and Korea where they
are in most hospitals, clinics and many homes. However as
written in the March article mentioned above, I remain convinced that the Jupiter models provide the ultimate in quality
with a very competitive price structure.*
Since alkaline water has twice as many alkaline minerals
as normal tap water, with no acid minerals, it is more than
twice as potent as the original water. Once inside our bodies,
it begins to neutralize the acidic elements, discharging them
safely out of the body. If this sounds just too simplistic, give me
a call or write – there is a wealth of additional information on
how alkaline water changes your physiology - - naturally.
* In the interest of full disclosure, I have used both the
Jupiter and the Kangen machines.
Bob Reece ©2009. Bob is a well known speaker, author, and
President of Health Wanted Now, a company dedicated to
informing America on benefits of homeopathic / alternative
health care issues and better nutrition. He can be contacted at
bob@healthwantednow.com See ad on page 12.
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Weight-Based
Interval
Training

Exercise science
is currently undergoing
a profound revolution
with many of the
old ideas in exercise

I

nterval training has become
the go-to protocol for quick
and efficient fat loss. Resistance training is also an extremely effective modality for not only muscle building but fat loss as well.
We regard resistance training as the original interval-training workout. Some think of interval training
as a strictly cardiovascular endeavor but for those
trainers and exercise enthusiasts who have been doing intense weight training for some time, they know
that is not the case. It now appears a combination of
interval training and weight training intermixed together may
be better than either one apart.
Try doing 10 repetitions of a heavy barbell squat and see
what happens to your lungs and your heart rate. Is your heart
beating out of your chest? Are your lungs gasping? Exactly!
As a matter of fact, if you happened to be wearing a heart rate
monitor you would see your percent of maximum heart rate
jump easily into the 70 seconds or even 80 seconds. Despite
the fact that this cardio-respiratory effect may be generated by
a slightly different physiological mechanism, the bottom line
is that heavy weight training is hard. So hard in fact that it is
impossible to do without letting the body recover.
Weight training was the initial interval training because
unlike aerobic exercise rest was always built into the equation. The idea has always been to lift weights that are heavy
enough to force the body to failure and then rest as long as
is necessary to recover and repeat the same thing again. The
quintessential example of this is the three sets to 10-repeti-

being turned
upside down.

tion protocol. This is where a weight
is lifted in a particular exercise 10
times. The resistance weight is usually
a 10-repetition max. In other words, it
is a weight that can be lifted 10 times
but not 11. This type of training is
hard, which is still why many people avoid it like the plague,
opting for higher repetition and lighter weights instead.
But what would happen if instead of resting completely
between resistance exercise bouts, you were to do a cardiovascular interval before resuming the next set of weight lifting? This is a tough question to ask because it seems this is
the furthest thing from what would be seen as feasible in the
world of personal training. However, we think it is not only
feasible but possibly more desirable than other forms of exercise. Some interesting new research sheds some light on
this dilemma and may actually make you rethink the way you
view working out.

Beth Blair, LMBT
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Rooted in Compassi

By Jade Teta ND, CSCS and
Keoni Teta ND, LAc, CSCS
Exercise is evolving
Fitness has emerged from the aerobic dominated paradigm. Part of this evolution stems from a new understanding
about anaerobic exercise. Where once simplistic models attempted to separate anaerobic and aerobic exercise as two
distinct things, we now know they are on a continuum. Anaerobic exercise is better described as “super-aerobic exercise”.
When you are anaerobic, you are automatically aerobic,
although the reverse is not true. This is why interval training
is so powerful at improving not only body composition but
aerobic capacity as well. As a matter of fact, exercise science
has shown that anaerobic exercise actually does a better job
than aerobic exercise at improving aerobic capacity. That is
because anaerobic exercise is still aerobic.
An interesting study on scuba divers showed how powerful anaerobic exercise is at improving aerobic capacity over
traditional aerobic exercise. Scuba divers have a unique challenge given limitations that come with breathing from a regulator while swimming. The study was published in November
2007 in the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medicine Journal. One
compared anaerobic interval training with moderate intensity
continuous training on aerobic capacity. VO2max increased
by 18 percent in the anaerobic interval group compared to six
percent in the aerobic group. Swim speed of anaerobic trainAnn
Smith-Palenchar
ing was almost double that
of aerobic
exercise.
interior
designer
Weight training also has undergone
a bit of
a revolution.
We now know that the total amount of work completed in a
weight lifting session is the real determining factor in results.
You can lift 100 pounds 10 times or 10 pounds 100 times but
the total volume is the same. Adding a time component to this
idea gives the concept of density. A large volume of work done
in a condensed period of time is what density is all about.
Completing workouts that are done quickly yet pack a large
336.392.7187
amount of exercise into the workout can deliver a surprising
annsp@earthlink.net
benefit. Dense resistance workouts sound a lot more like interval training don’t they?
The final shifting understanding in fitness comes from the
concept of combination training. Previously it was thought that
aerobic exercise was all that was required for fitness, weight

Ann Smith-Palenchar
interior designer

loss and health. Then it was recognized that resistance training is also a very valuable component and has unique advantages in body change. Finally, it was recognized that the combination of the two modalities was able to generate a better
response than either discipline alone. However, there is one
more piece of the puzzle that is just now coming to light.
How are you combining your workouts?
Combining weight training and cardio workouts is a wellknown concept among educator personal trainers. However,
this practice while clearly beneficial, may not be most advantageous. Combination workouts usually take two forms. One
where the aerobic exercise is done on one day and resistance
exercise is done on another day. Another popular variation is
to the resistance exercise and cardiovascular/aerobic training
during the same session but independently of one another. In
other words, the resistance training workout is either immediately preceded by the aerobic exercise or vice versa. Savvy
trainers often use aerobic intervals for the cardiovascular part
of the workout while the weight training is conducted in an
intense, high-density fashion.
This is a very useful and effective approach. However,
there may actually be a better way. It is what we call weightbased interval training. We have been using this technique for
many years. It involves doing full-body exercises with heavy
weights and sprint-based drills inserted continuously throughout the workout. Some of the sprints are done with weight
(i.e., squat jumps holding dumbbells) and some are not (i.e.,
incline treadmill sprints, squat thrusts, or stair runs). The key
feature of these workouts is it is virtually impossible to distinguish whether the workout is an anaerobic or aerobic workout. That is because it is both.
A new study on weight based interval training
A brand new study in the September 2008 issue of the
Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research has dramatically validated the weight based interval approach. The study
was conducted by Dr. W. Jackson Davis, and completed out
Ann Hardee, Realtor/Broker
Your “Can Do’ real estate consultant

RE/MAX 1st Choice

336-327-8440

annhardee@remax.net
How can you sell your house
in today’s market? Call me

336.392.7187
annsp@earthlink.net
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of the University of California at Berkley and Santa Cruz. Dr.
Davis and his colleagues studied two different combination
workouts. Personal trainers and fitness enthusiasts of the type
typically practiced one workout. It consisted of a 60-minute
resistance-training workout followed by 30 minutes of aerobic exercise. They compared this more typical routine with
a workout that alternated resistance training with what the
researches called “cardio-acceleration”, essentially a high intensity sprint on a treadmill. There was little rest between the
anaerobic sprint and the next exercise. All other aspects of the
training volume were kept equal. The researchers wanted to
see which program was more beneficial
When the data was compiled, the results of the study
were pretty stunning. The workout that involved an interval
weight training approach where the two modalities were
merged together instead of distinctly separated, outperformed
the separated workout in almost every measure. The interval
weight training approach saw significant differences in heart
rate, lower body muscle strength and lower body muscle endurance. But the greatest effects were seen in body composition the interval weight based group saw an almost 10 fold
reduction in body fat compared with the separated group. In
addition to that, the interval weight based group also saw an
82.2 percent increase muscle gain over the other group. These
are striking differences by anyone’s standards especially considering almost no personal trainers or exercise enthusiasts

conduct their workouts in this way.
One other interesting effect about this style of training is
how it affects muscle soreness. Dr. Davis published another
earlier study on this same type of training in the January 2008
Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research showing that
it actually reduces delayed onset muscle soreness known by
exercise experts as DOMS. This was a completely unexpected
result and points to a synergistic effect on recovery when using and interval weight training approach
Final thoughts
Exercise science is currently undergoing a profound revolution with many of the old ideas in exercise being turned
upside down. The weight based interval approach seems to
be able to offer the benefits of both aerobic and anaerobic
training all within one compact integrated workout. Interestingly enough this style of training most closely represents the
way athletes train and is also the most likely type of training
humans evolved with. With improved fitness and body composition results, it is time to bring this style of training to the
masses.
Drs. Jade and Keoni Teta are naturopathic physicians and experts in the science of exercise. For more information, articles
and blogs, visit their web site at www.metaboliceffect.com.
See ad on page 60.

June is BE WELL WITH BRENNER month at BestHealth®
Medical Imaging and
the Pediatric Patient

Of Course I Don’t Want My Kids
to Be Overweight ... But How?

Monday, June 1, at 6 p.m.

Thursday, June 18, at 6 p.m.

Did you know parents are now
encouraged to keep a medical
imaging record for their children,
similar to that of a vaccination
record? Dr. Lynn Anthony, pediatric
radiologist with Brenner Children’s
Hospital, discusses the importance
of tracking a child’s imaging exams
so parents and medical providers
can make informed decisions.
Call (336) 716-2255 to register.

Dr. Joseph Skelton, pediatric gastroenterologist and Director
of Brenner FIT, shares strategies families can use to promote
physical ﬁtness, healthy eating habits and overall wellness.
Call (336) 716-2255 to register.

Breastfeeding Basics
Wednesday, June 10, at 6 p.m.
Confused by all the information—and misinformation—out
there about breastfeeding? Join WFUBMC lactation consultant
Debbie Gordon for information and answers to your questions.
Call (336) 716-2255 to register.

For a complete list of events, visit www.besthealth.com.
BestHealth is located in Hanes Mall across from the U.S. Post Ofﬁce.
Hours: Monday – Friday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.; closed Sunday.
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AROMATHERAPY

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

COURSES

CH-IMPORTS, LTD.
3410 Deep Green Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
336-282-9734 - www.chimports.com

Independent VEMMA Distributors
Maggie and Windell Dorman
livebetter4life@yahoo.com
336-454-6469

NC REFLEXOLOGY CERTIFICATION
Annie Rawleigh, Certified Reflexologist
336-855-7380

Pure and natural essential oils. Custom
blending, bottling and labeling available.
For information and samples, contact
number above.

Work from home in your own homebased business. Enjoy the tax benefits
of business ownership. No registration/
application fee. No inventory to carry.
Free professional training by industry
leaders. Unlimited earning potential. Call
336-454-6469 or visit www.myvemma.
com/wdorman. See ad on page 21.

Reflexology is a simple
approach to health &
renewed vitality, while
eliminating illness &
pain. Learn how to give
foot,(cont. next page)
hand, & ear reflexology,
as well as anatomy, theories, energy, business, marketing & ethics.
Classes held Sundays, 9-5: Sept. 13, 20,
27 & Oct. 4, 11 at Natural Touch School
of Massage Therapy in GSO. You do not
need to have a license in massage therapy
to be a Reflexologist. Call with mailing
addressing for info. See ad on page 68.

BODYWORK
BODYWORK BY ROB VICKORY
Rob Vickory III - LMBT 4101
1400 Battleground Ave, Ste A
Greensboro 336-337-9783
website: robmassagesytes.net
Offering Deep Tissue,
Swedish, Hot Stones and
Joint Mobilization Massage. Rob is a graduate
of Body Therapy Institute
with certified continuing
education in the magic of Hot Stone
Massage. For appointments call or email
robv3massage@aol.com

BOUTIQUES/GIFTS
THE WEARABLE PLANET
1022-H S Main St. Kernersville
336 992-0062
www.thewearableplanet.com
Organic/sustainable clothing, bags, gifts,
rocks & crystals, jewelry, books, music,
yoga gear, pet, baby, bath and body,
specialty teas. Everything Fair Trade and
recycled or vegan/organic/sustainable
materials. See ad on page 17.

COACHING

COLON HYDROTHERAPY
INTERNALLY FIT
Barbara Aultman, Certified Colon Hydrotherapist
906 Portland Street, Greensboro
336-638-3858
10 years experience. Class II Medical Device. Current special pricing: all colonics
$40 ($65 value). Must call for an appointment. Ask us about Xango Juice.

COUPLES WORKSHOPS
Intimacy Retreats
Richard & Diana Daffner
www.IntimacyRetreats.com
877-282-4244
Create Magic in Your
Relationship. Attend a
romantic vacation/workshop in Florida or Mexico. Awaken your love
in body, mind and spirit.
Deepen Intimacy and
Passion. Discover Tantra and transform
your relationship through authentic
communication and conscious loving.
Brochure available.

The Rossiter System - Unit 1
1400 Battleground Av Ste 213
Kathy Howard, LMBT #2259, Certified
Rossiter Instructor
336.708.1727 Kathy@Rossiter.com
This 3 day workshop provides hands-on
training & instruction in Rossiter System
techniques that help you (and your clients, family, friends) get out of pain FAST.
CEU’s given for massage therapists, personal trainers, certified dental assistants.
Call or email for class dates.

GEMS & MINERALS
Earth Songs
(under the banner Rocks and Locks)
2106 Patterson Street, Greensboro
336-294-2111
Greensboro's Best Kept Secret! A gem and
mineral and crystal store, said to be the

COACH W
Lucy Wellmaker, M.Ed., Life Coach
336-632-1940
www.LucyWellmaker.com
O n e - o n - o n e ove r t h e
phone personal and professional life coaching.
Complimentary first session. Also available for
workshops and seminars.
Helping you create the life
you love. Call or email to
schedule your complimentary coaching
session today. It will change your life. See
ad on page 20.
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best, east of the Mississippi! Pocket rocks, mineral specimens,
jewelry-funky to fine. Ajoite to Zeolites. Crystal healing classes
available.

orally with a maximum absorption rate. These high quality nutraceuticals include Energy & Mind Enhancement, Heart Health,
Anti-aging, Sports Nutrition, Skin Health, Digestive Health &
Custom Nutrition. Gene SNP DNA analysis is also availablefor
a customized plan. Call for a free consultation.

EARTH TURNS
All Natural Health & Beauty Products
www.EarthTurns.com
1-800-507-3604

VEMMA Nutrition Program
Maggie and Windell Dorman
livebetter4life@yahoo.com
336-454-6469

EarthTurns.com prides itself on exceptional customer service.
All natural, chemical free health and beauty products at great
prices. All of our products are made in America to assure quality.
Ships SAME DAY, Monday-Saturday. See ad on page 40.

Vitamins, Essential Minerals, Mangosteen and Aloe Vera, the
Vemma Nutrition Program is the most complete liquid nutrition program available. 30-day money back guarantee. See ad
on page 21.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
PRODUCTS

GASTRO-SLIM
From Proper Nutrition Inc
To order call 1-800-555-8868

HYPERBARIC CHAMBER
www.propernutrition.com

A new and natural dietary weight loss dietary supplement.
When taken with a healthy diet and exercise program, GastroSlim is the perfect addition to your weight loss plan. See ad
on page 49.
GLIMPSE INTUITIVE SKIN CARE
Tita Wofford, Independent Distributor
336-402-2708
tdwofford@belsouth.net
Glimpse is a non-toxic, live skin nutrition product. Made with
mangosteen, Glimpse's intuitive self-adjusting formulations
are designed to address your skin's ever changing needs. See
ad on page 36.
ISOTONIC VITAMINS & SUPPLEMENTS
Amy Stafford
336-686-2690
amync321@yahoo.com

Tired of throwing money away on vitamins that your body only
absorbs 30%-40% of? Isotonix are potent nutraceuticals taken

HYPERBARIC OXYGEN THERAPY OF HIGH POINT
2400 S. Main St.
High Point
336-259-8138
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is now available in the Triad. Can
be used for many, many conditions including Autism, ADD,
MS, Cerebral Palsy, Stress, Arthritis, Chronic Fatigue, Allergies
& Asthma, muscle and tendon pain. See ad on page 14.

HYPNOTHERAPY
Alternative Wellness & Beyond
Polly Humphreys – Consulting Hypnotist; NLP; EFT and HypnoCoach™
Member: National Guild of Hypnotists
www.alternativewellness.net
Hypnosis: Polly uncovers the Root Cause of her clients' underlying issue(s); helps banish their issue(s) and limiting beliefs permanently. Focus is on client-centered needs. Expect Success!
HypnoCoaching™elevates your leverage of commitment and
vision; taking traditional coaching to an advanced level providing you with keys to achieving personal and professional
success. Blending of hypnotic and neuro-linguistic tools and
Emotional Freedom Technique with Personal Coaching. Call
for a Free Consultation: 336-988-5750

Keep It Clean Naturally
$MFBOJOHEPOFXJUI
TJNQMF OBUVSBMQSPEVDUT
$BMMVT

ddcleansv@aol.com

MJDFOTFEtCPOEFEtJOTVSFE

Deborah’s Dependable Cleaning
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metabolic effect
Exercise for hormonal weight loss

877.88. ME FIT
www.metaboliceffect.com

NATUROPATHIC
PHYSICIANS
greensboro acupuncture & naturopathic ctr.
5925 W. Friendly Avenue, Grensboro
Dr. Allison Scott, MPH, ND, LAc
336-848-7589 www.gsohealth.com
You are invited to our Open House on June 13! Please RSVP
to the phone number above. Our patient-centered practice
provides several treatment methods, including allergy elimination and detoxification techniques, botanicals, acupuncture,
nutrition and weight loss for life programs. We are Greensboro's
connection to natural health!
Naturopathic Health Clinic of NC & Metabolic
effect
2522 Reynolda Rd., Winston-Salem
Keoni Teta, ND, LAc, CSCS; Jade Teta, ND, CSCS
Jillian Sarno, ND
336 724 4452, www.naturopathichealthclinic.com
Our clinic helps individuals and families optimize wellness
with comprehensive science-based healthcare. We utilize
natural therapies such as functional nutrition, homeopathy,
acupuncture, functional exercise, botanical and environmental medicine that treat the cause of dis-ease, rather than just
managing symptoms. See ad on page 60.

Sustainable Organic Solutions

Triad Natural Health Center
214 East supporting
Mountain Street,
Suite 101, Kernersville
a chemical-free
environment
Dr. Aimee Sheppard, ND, MsOM, LAc
336-655-2832

Sustainable Furniture
Dr. Sheppard is a graduate ofOrganic
Bastyr University
and a WashingMattresses

ton state licensed naturopathic physician, and a NC licensed
acupuncturist. Naturopathic and336-885-0557
Oriental Medicine embrace
balance in the BodyMindSpirit through diet, lifestyle, herbal
205
Neal Place,acupuncture
Ste 101
therapies, clinical nutrition,
homeopathy,
and
naturopathic and Chinese physical
Achieving balHigh therapeutics.
Point NC 27262
ance promotes health and wellness in the BodyMindSpirit.

www.SustainableFurniture .net

NUTRITION
EVERGLAD NATURAL HEALING CTR.
Dr. A. Choi, Ph.D
Kernsersville
336-996-6425
Clinical & holistic nutritionist, naturopathic, 21 years exp, free
consultations, various non-invasive tests. Free trial of far-infrared ray massage for muscle and back pain for everybody. See
ad on page 48.

ORGANIC
DEEP ROOTS MARKET
3728 Spring Garden St. - Greensboro 336-292-9216
www.deeprootsmarket.com
Greensboro’s only natural foods cooperative, we are a community-owned grocery store providing a variety of fresh & packaged
foods, all-organic produce, bulk grains, flours, fruits, nuts, &
herbs, & a complete vitamin & supplement line. Visit us for
customer service that goes the extra mile. Serving the Triad for
over 30 years. Mon-Sat 9-8, Sun 12-7. See ad on page 41.

WEIGHT LOSS
LEAN FOR LIFE - Guaranteed Fat Loss
Conrad Williford
336-358-6073, www.greatway.biz
With OTHER diets you lose 50% Fat and 50% Lean Muscle-Not
Good. We target the Fat and spare the Lean. CALL FOR FREE
DVD.

WELLNESS CENTERS
Fibromyalgia Solutions Center of the Triad
-Steve Willen, DC
3808-H High Point Rd. - Greensboro
336-292-4900, www.YourFibroDoc.com
Fibromyalgia, Horrible Sleep, IBS, Depression, Widespread
Pain, Unrelenting fatigue, Fibro Fog. Dr. Willen has been successfully treating this illness for years. There are Solutions. See
ad on page 29.

Sustainable Organic Solutions
supporting a chemical-free environment

Sustainable Furniture
Organic Mattresses
336-885-0557
205 Neal Place, Ste 101
High Point NC 27262

www.SustainableFurniture .net

Life Is About Choices
Choose Nutritional
Supplements
You Can Trust

No Hype – Just Real Science
Winifred Bernard,
Independent USANA Associate

336-672-1865

www.trust.usana.com
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THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Susan Musgrave
206 East Center Street
Lexington, NC 27292 336-236-7187
Evaluate the level of your energy flow with a meridian stress
assessment. Non-invasive. For more information, call or email
tsmusgrave@lexcominc.net. See ad on page 59.

YOGA & TAI CHI
FAMILY YOGA
Cheryl Andres
1616-E Battleground Avenue
336-272-0005, Greensboro
www.familyyoga.org
Prenatal, Mom & Baby, Children's, Yoga Fundamentals, Restorative, Easy Does It, Beginners, Mixed
Level, Intermediate, Power Flow, Yoga for Men and
Pilates classes are offered. See web site for class descriptions,
schedule and pricing. Family Yoga also offers Massage therapy
services. See ad on page 51.
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Classified
Reading Tutor, grades K-5.
336-549-6212.
Couples Retreats.
Romantic Vacation/Workshops: Florida, Mexico. Create Magic
in Your Relationship. Deepen Intimacy, Discover Tantra. Brochure. 1-877-282-4244 www.IntimacyRetreats.com
Looking for Mom Entrepreneurs.
Home-based business opportunity with global health & wellness
company. Earn $500 extra a month or replace career income.
Call 336-414-9401.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
If you could turn a $60 a month investment in your health into
$300-500/WEEK income would you be interested in learning
more? For a recorded Business Overview call 916.233.0630
Box number 271 then call Windell Dorman at 336-454-6469.
Start earning now!
Business Opportunity.
Executive Level Pay without the stress or commute.
888-430-7582.

While product-based web sites may

No matter how attractive your
be designed to create initial interest and
web site may be, it won’t do a bit
inquiries about products from site visitors,
of good if no one can ever ﬁnd it.

they have but one purpose - to immediately
sellWe
product
have over
overthe
11 Internet.
years of experience

Get Clicked.

inHaving
Searchowned
Engine
Optimization,
giving
and
operated several
our
customers
consistently
high
e-commerce sites, iComDesign knows
rankings in Google, Yahoo, MSN and
first-hand what it takes to get shoppers to a
the other major Search Engines...
web site, and to get them to buy quickly.

We can then
get the
right our
customers
to your
...which
allows
thoughtful
strategy
great
design
do give
the us
rest.
site,
and theand
orders
rolling
in. Just
a
call for an initial consultation.

So,if you want your company to
“get clicked”, call us today!

336.854.8599 or visit www.icomdesign.com

1904-B Fairfax Road ~ Greensboro, NC 27407
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Monday, June 1
Medical Imaging & the Pediatric Patient:
What parents need to know. 6 pm. Did
you know parents are now encouraged
to keep a medical imaging record for their
children, similar to that of a vaccination
record? Dr. Lynn Anthony, pediatric radiologist with Brenner Children’s Hospital,
discusses the importance of tracking a
child’s imaging exams so parents and
medical providers can make informed
decisions regarding their child’s care. A
review of different imaging applications
and examples will be included. Location:
BestHealth, on the upper level of Hanes
Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255 for details
and to pre-register.

Tuesday, June 2
Viral Myocarditis in Children. 1 pm.
Myocarditis is a condition resulting from
inflammation of the heart muscle. Although rare, it is the most common cause
of heart failure in otherwise healthy children. Dr. Cheryl Cammock, pediatric

cardiologist at Brenner Children’s Hospital, discusses the causes and treatment of
myocarditis in children. Location:
BestHealth, on the upper level of Hanes
Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255 for details
and to pre-register.

dren, practicing positive discipline, effective communication, and rendering
positive attitudes. Location: BestHealth,
on the upper level of Hanes Mall in WS.
Call 336-716-2255 for details and to preregister.

Wednesday, June 3

Bed Wetting. 6 pm. Bed wetting can be
an embarrassing problem for children &
and cause emotional stress for parents.
Dr. Steve Hodges, pediatric urologist at
Brenner Children’s Hospital, will explain
the common causes & therapies available. Location: BestHealth, on the upper
level of Hanes Mall in WS. 336-716-2255
for details & to pre-register.

Teens with Diabetes: Transitioning to
adult care. 6 pm. Join pediatric endocrinologist Dr. Marcie Drury Brown of
Brenner Children’s Hospital to learn when
adolescents and young adults with diabetes should make the transition from
pediatric to adult care and what options
are available to make it a smooth process.
Location: BestHealth, on the upper level
of Hanes Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255
for details and to pre-register.

Thursday, June 4
Raising Emotionally Healthy Children.
10 am. Terri Merritt, licensed clinical
social worker with WFUBMC Pastoral
Care, shares strategies for nurturing chil-

Dr. Doug Waldruff
Progressive & Alternative
Psychotherapy
In a comfortable and supportive atmosphere,
Dr. Waldruff provides individual, couples and family
counseling. His cutting edge techniques are
personalized to the needs of each individual client.
Services include:
Parenting & Family Issues
Performance Enhancement
Depression & Anxiety
Work & Career Issues
Addiction & Recovery

Hypnotherapy
Stress Management
Trauma & Recovery
EMDR
Energy Psychology

Doug Waldruff, PhD

Licensed Professional Counselor
Licensed Marriage & Family Therapist

336-273-0841

doctordoug@triad.rr.com

www.UBeHappy.com
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Friday, June 5
CPR for Family & Friends.10 am-1 pm.
This free, 3-hour class taught by certified
CPR instructor Gwendolyn Sinclair includes CPR for adults, children and infants. Cannot be taken for professional
certification. For BestHealth members
only. Location: BestHealth, on the upper
level of Hanes Mall in WS. 336-716-2255
for details and to pre-register.

Saturday, June 6
French and Indian War Encampment.
10:30-4:30 p.m. Re-enactors from Waddell’s Company of the NC Provincial
Regiment of Fort Dobbs and the Rowan
County Militia will set up a typical encampment of that period and treat you to
a look at military drills, weapons, cooking, camp life, and more. Historic
Bethabara Park is located at 2147
Bethabara Road in Winston-Salem. 336
924 8191. Free Admission www.
BethabaraPark.org

Sunday, June 7
Make-A-Wish Benefit Festival. 1-5 pm.
Join the Make-A-Wish Foundation of
Central & Western North Carolina on
Sunday, June 7, for their Tenth Annual
Benefit Festival. The Festival will be held
at Corpening Plaza in Downtown Winston-Salem. Bring your family, friends and
lawn chairs for an afternoon of great family friendly entertanment and activities.
Admission is a donation of $10, which

includes a festival tee shirt (while quantities last), live music by Martha and the
Moodswingers & others, art & creative
activities for the kids and much more.

Monday, June 8
Transitions Weight Management Program. Free Information Session. 7:00-8:00
pm. Please join us for an introduction to
this 12 week holistic program designed
to promote a lifetime of successful weight
management. Sally Nay, Ph.D, offers an
affordable and effective program. The
evening class will provide you with
enough information to help you decide
if this is the path for you. Integrative
Therapies, 7-E Oak Branch Drive, GSO.
Please call (336) 294-0910 to register.
Visit www.integrativetherapies.net.

and helps improve blood circulation in
baby. It’s also a great way for you to bond
with your child. WFUBMC licensed massage therapist Suzanne Melcher leads a
demonstration of infant massage in this
class for parents and babies. Please wear
loose fitting clothes and bring a pillow
and blanket to class. $5 per adult. Location: BestHealth, on the upper level of
Hanes Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255
for details and to pre-register.
Band Concert and Family Evening. 6-8:30
p.m. with the band beginning at 7p.m.
We’ll also have 25-cent ice cream cones,
hay-wagon rides and Dino’s hot dogs.
Historic Bethabara Park is located at 2147
Bethabara Road in Winston-Salem. 336
924 8191. Free Admission www.
BethabaraPark.org

Wednesday, June 10

Friday, June 12

Breastfeeding Basics. 6 pm. Whether
you’re an expectant mother or already
experiencing life with a new baby, there
is a lot of information – and misinformation – out there about breastfeeding.
Lactation consultant and neonatal outreach coordinator Debbie Gordon, RN,
MSN, IBCLC, LLCE, of the WFUBMC
Department of Pediatrics shares information about the benefits and myths of
breast-feeding. Join us for common sense
answers to your questions. Location:
BestHealth, on the upper level of Hanes
Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255 for details
and to pre-register.

Look Good, Feel Better. 11 am. Women
undergoing cancer treatment learn ways
to enhance their appearance and feel
better about themselves. Come participate and receive a free make-up kit val-

Thursday, June 11
Advance Directives. 11 am. Learn how
advance directives, such as a living will
and healthcare power of attorney, can
ensure your wishes will be met. Carol
Ford of the Hospice & Palliative Care
Center explains the terminology and
procedures. Documents notarized free of
charge. Location: BestHealth, on the upper level of Hanes Mall in WS. Call
336-716-2255 for details and to preregister.
Benefits of Infant Massage. 2 pm. Research shows that infant massage is beneficial to reduce colic, aids in digestion

ued at over $150. Sponsored by the
American Cancer Society. Location:
BestHealth, on the upper level of Hanes
Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255 for details
and to pre-register.

Monday, June 15
Parkinson’s Disease Support Group. 1
pm. Join other patients and their families
to increase learning and strengthen the
network of resources across Forsyth
County. Location: BestHealth, on the upper level of Hanes Mall in WS. Call
336-716-2255 for details and to preregister.
Piedmont Triad Psoriasis Support Group.
6 pm. If you have psoriasis, want to meet
others who do, and wish to learn more
about available treatments, please join
us. Affiliated with the National Psoriasis
Foundation and WFUBMC Dept. of Dermatology. Location: BestHealth, on the
upper level of Hanes Mall in WS. Call
336-716-2255 for details and to preregister.

Your One Stop Solution for Health & Fitness
Your Nutrition
Headquarters

Your Fitness
Center

Consultations
Weight Control
Detox Remedies
Energy Boosters
Supplements
Protein Powders
Bath & Body
Aromatherapy
Organic Coffees...
and more!

Personal Trainers
Free Weights
Nautilus
Elliptical • Treadmills
Circuit Training
Strength Training
Golf power swing
training
Classes...
and more!

No Contracts! No Sign-Up Fees! No Kidding!
Mention this ad...receive 15% OFF

2301 S Main Street • High Point, NC 27263

336-889-7000

w w w.GymsMainSt re e tHe al t h.com
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Tuesday, June 16
WomenHeart Support Group. 12:30 pm.
WomenHeart of Winston-Salem is a new
group offering support and information
for women with heart disease, and is affiliated with the Heart Center of Wake
Forest University Baptist Medical Center.
Location: BestHealth, on the upper level
of Hanes Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255
for details and to pre-register.

Ear Health in Children. 3 pm. Why are
ear infections in children so common and
how can they be prevented? When should
a parent consider ear tube surgery? How
can swimmer’s ear be prevented? Join Dr.
Adele Evans, pediatric otolaryngologist
with Brenner Children's Hospital, as she
answers these questions and more related
to children’s ear health. Location:
BestHealth, on the upper level of Hanes
Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255 for details
and to pre-register.

Wednesday, June 17
Of Course I Don't Want My Kids to Be
Overweight … But How?. 6 pm. How
can parents raise healthy children in an
unhealthy world? Dr. Joseph Skelton,
pediatric gastroenterologist and Director
of the Brenner FIT program at Brenner
Children’s Hospital, shares strategies
families can use to promote physical fitness, healthy eating habits and overall
wellness. Location: BestHealth, on the
upper level of Hanes Mall in WS. Call
336-716-2255 for details and to preregister.

Wednesday, June 24
Kids & Asthma: Coming Up for Air. 3pm.
Dr. Bruce Rubin, pediatric pulmonologist
at Brenner Children’s Hospital and author
of Conquering Childhood Asthma, discusses treatment options and prevention
of asthma episodes in kids. Location:
BestHealth, on the upper level of Hanes
Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255 for details
and to pre-register.
Understanding Inflammatory Bowel
Diseases. 6-8 pm. The Carolinas Chapter
of the Crohn's & Colitis Foundation of
America (CCFA) announces a new program for patients, families and caregivers
in the Triad living with Crohn's disease
and ulcerative colitis. WFUBMC gastroenterologist Dr. Richard Bloomfield will
provide an overview of inflammatory
bowel diseases and review current therapies and the latest research. Location:
BestHealth, on the upper level of Hanes
Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255 for details
and to pre-register.

Thursday, June 25
Physical Therapy after Orthopedic Surgery: What you need to know. 6 pm. If
you’re considering any type of orthopaedic surgery such as knee or hip replacement, join WFUBMC physical therapists
to learn what to expect during your postsurgery physical therapy. Location:
BestHealth, on the upper level of Hanes
Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255 for details
and to pre-register.
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Friday, June 26

Thursday, July 23

Saturday, August 1

Adolescent Acne: What you need to
know. 3 pm. Learn more about the principles of skin care and the causes of and
treatments for adolescent acne from
Brenner Children’s Hospital pediatrician
Dr. Daniel Krowchuck. Location:
BestHealth, on the upper level of Hanes
Mall in WS. Call 336-716-2255 for details
and to pre-register.

Yoga Fundamentals. This class is a novice’s introduction to yoga that runs over
a six week time frame. You will learn
basic yoga poses, breathing, transition
and relaxation that will guide you into
proper position and Hatha flow techniques. Space limited - Sign-up & Payment required before the session. Family Yoga, 1616-E Battleground Ave,
Greensboro, 272-0005, www.familyyoga.
org.

Nurturing the Pregnant Couple, Birthing
and Beyond. 1:30-4:30 pm Saturday and
Sunday. An expectant couples workshop
for the body, mind and spirit – This two
day, seven-hour intensive workshop focuses on massage and yoga techniques
to benefit the expectant mother, her partner and their baby. Enrollment Limited.
$135 per couple, (Payment required to
hold space), Includes notebook of information covered in workshop. Family
Yoga, 1616-E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.

Sunday, June 28
A celebration of the birth of America at
our Independence Celebration. 1:30-4:30
p.m. The day features patriotic music from
the Bethabara Concert Band, horse-drawn
hay-wagon rides, 25-cent ice cream
cones, craft demonstrations, decorating
the Liberty Pole, mounted colonial militia, magic show. 336 924 8191. Free
Admission. www.BethabaraPark.org

Tuesday, June 30
“Mom, my tummy hurts”. 3 pm. Does
your child avoid the bathroom because
he is busy playing or for fear of a painful
bowel movement? These behaviors may
lead to constipation, a common problem
in children. Dr. Michael Glock, pediatric
gastroenterologist at Brenner Children’s
Hospital, discusses the causes, symptoms
and treatment – and when a doctor
should be consulted. Location: BestHealth,
on the upper level of Hanes Mall in WS.
Call 336-716-2255 for details and to preregister.

Wednesday, July 1
YOGA for TWEENS. 4:30-5:30 pm. If
you’re too grown up for the Children’s
Class, but not quite ready for an Adult
class, this class is for you! Class is for boys
and girls ages 9 to 13. Improve balance,
flexibility and strength while having FUN!
Session July 1st to July 29th (5 weeks)
$50.00 (walk-in $12) Must Register by
calling (336) 272-0005 or by email cnandres@familyyoga.org. Family Yoga,
1616-E Battleground Ave, Greensboro,
272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.
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ONGOINGevents
monday
Pilates. 9:30 –10:30 am. Pilates is a method of physical and mental conditioning.
This class stresses core muscle strength
through a series of exercises performed
on the floor to achieve a balanced body.
Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,
GSO, 272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.
Mom & Baby Yoga. 11am-12:15pm.
Also Wed. 11 am. Bring your baby with
you to rgain your strength & energy after
childbirth. Enjoy the community of other
new moms while in a comfortable setting where you may feed or change your
baby as needed. Designed for newborns
to crawlers. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005.
Beginner Yoga. 6-7:15 pm. Also Sat. at
9 am. For those w/ some yoga experience & familiarity w/ poses. This class
will improve your strength, flexibility
& concentration. Appropriate for those
who are re-entering their yoga practice.
Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave,
GSO, 272-0005.

chair for support, you will experience the
many benefits of Yoga without the effort
of getting up and down from the floor.
Held in the RE/MAX conference room on
the second level, 3150 N. Elm St. GSO.
Contact Ann Hardee at 327-8440 or annhardee@remax.net.
Intermediate Yoga. 9:30-10:45am. (Also
Thurs. 9:30 am and Sat 10:30 am.) Yoga
at a level for those who are familiar with
traditional asanas (poses). Increase your
strength, flexibility & concentration
in this class by experiencing fast pace
flow, inversions & arm balances. Family
Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO,
272-0005.
MS Support Group. 3rd Tues. of each
month. 11:30 AM Do you want to make
new friends who understand what it is
like to live with MS? Join a self-help group
and talk with other about how to live and
cope with MS. Held at Calvary Christian
Center, 811 Jefferson Rd., GSO. Call
Jackline at 681-4025 for details.

tuesday

Easy Does It Yoga. 1-2:15 pm. Also Thurs.
1 pm. A class designed for those desiring
to work at a slower pace. No prior yoga
experience necessary. Family Yoga, 1616
E Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005.

Chair Yoga. 8:30-9:30am. This is a
Gentle Yoga class designed for those
who have physical limitations. Using a

Want to learn Reiki? Reiki 1 certification$100- classes are June 16, 23, 30.
5:30-7:30. Enables and promotes emo-

NC Reflexology Certification Course:
September 13, 20, 27 &
October 4, 11

Annie Rawleigh
Certified Reflexology Instructor

336-855-7380
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tional, physical, and spiritual growth &
healing. Private instruction also available.
Call Lori Alderman to enroll now at
339-0656. www. slrefexology.abmp.
com
Yoga for Health. 6:00-7:20 pm. Geared
toward beginners, intermediates, and
those with health challenges. This gentle
yoga class will improve your flexibility
and strength and help promote relaxation.
Held at Integrative Therapies, 7-E Oak
Branch Drive, GSO. Please call to register
(336) 294-0910. www.integrativetherapies.net.
Prenatal Yoga. 6-7:15 pm. (Also Wed.
9:30 am & Thurs. 6 pm) Prepare your
mind & body for the challenges of pregnancy & labor. This class is designed to
build your strength & stamina, ease discomforts of pregnancy & teach you how
to relax. Experience the fellowship &
support of other pregnant women. No
prior yoga is necessary. Family Yoga, 1616
E Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005.
Yoga for Men. 7:30-8:45 pm. An on-going class held each Tuesday evening that
focuses on the male anatomy and its requirements while bring yoga mind-body
awareness to the participants. Approx.
every 7 weeks an introduction to Yoga
for Men is held on Thursday evenings to
prepare those that have not taken yoga for
the Tuesday class. See web site for more
details on class structure and introductory class offering. Family Yoga, 1616 E
Battleground Ave, GSO. 272-0005, www.
familyyoga.org.

wednesday
Prenatal and Mom & Baby noted on
Monday and Tuesday classes at Family
Yoga.
Guidepost Series. 12:00-1:00 on 2nd,
3rd, 4th Wednesday of each month.
Whether you are attempting to recover
from an injury or dealing with a longstanding health concern, these gentle
movement and relaxation classes serve as
a guide to help you reach your wellness
goals. Held at Integrative Therapies, 7-E
Oak Branch Drive, GSO. Please call to
register (336) 294-0910. www.integrativetherapies.net.

Business Opportunity Meeting. 6-7 PM.
Change your life physically and financially with an amazing discovery called
Vemma. Supplement your income, or
even replace your current job, working
from home. No registration or sign up
fees, no inventory to carry, free support
and training. Sessions are limited to 4-5
people so reserve your space by calling
336-454-6469 or email livebetter4life@
yahoo.com.
Reiki I Certification. 6:30-8:30 PM.
Wednesdays, June 17, 24, & July 8. Learn
how to use the Japanese Reiki touch therapy technique to nurture your body, mind,
and spirit, improve health and wellness,
and relieve stress! Treat yourself, family,
friends, and animals! This class includes
a Certification for Reiki I following Usui
tradition, information about the history
of Reiki, multiple attunements, chakra
information, meditation techniques,
and a personal manual for you to keep!
Read more at www.triadlighttouch.com
and call Holly Wheatly 336-207-8773 to
register now!
Mixed Level. 6:30 pm and Fri. 9:30 am.
Work at your individual level as the
teacher guides you through a hatha flow
practice. Prior experience with yoga is
necessary. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005.
Satsang Meditation. 7-8:30 pm. The
meditation techniques are designed to
address today’s overactive mind and to
support physical and emotional wellbeing. The free sessions are offered by the
Life Bliss Foundation. Held at Integrative
Therapies, 7-E Oak Branch Drive, GSO.
For more information call (336) 294-0910
or 644-1111.

thursday
Intermediate, Easy Does It and Prenatal
noted on Tuesday’s classes at Family
Yoga.
Yoga Fundamentals. 6:30-7:45 pm. Yoga
Fundamentals is a novice's introduction
to yoga that runs over a 6-wk time frame.
Learn basic yoga poses, proper breathing,
transition & relaxation that will guide you

into proper position & flow techniques.
Reg. required. Family Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, GSO, 272-0005.

prior yoga experience is needed. Family
Yoga, 1616 E Battleground Ave, Greensboro, 272-0005, www.familyyoga.org.

Reiki II Certification. 6:30-8:30 PM.
Thursdays, June 25, July 9, & 16. Reiki II
teaches you three sacred Reiki symbols
for distance and conceptual healing,
protection, deep emotional healing, and
more. Prerequisite is Reiki I. Reiki II is
a wonderful way to raise your vibration
and consciousness, increase your connection with the universe, deepen your
healing and ability to heal others! You
will receive multipule attunements, a personal manual, additional meditation techniques, advanced techniques for animal
healing, clearing of destructive patterns,
and more. Read more at www.triadlighttouch.com and call Holly Wheatly at
336-207-8773 to register now!

Trager Mentastics. 3:00-4:00 pm on 2nd
and 4th Fridays. Remember what it was
like to feel good? This class introduces
simple pleasurable movements to reteach your body and mind how to let go
of tension. Held at Integrative Therapies,
7-E Oak Branch Drive, GSO. Please call
to register (336) 294-0910. www.integrativetherapies.net.

Path to Wellness. 7:00-8:20 pm on 1st
Thursday of each month. Learn about the
mind/body connection and the various
tools you can use to remove roadblocks
and speed your way to health and wholeness. This free class is held at Integrative
Therapies, 7-E Oak Branch Drive, GSO.
Please call to register (336) 294-0910.
www.integrativetherapies.net.
Nutritional Solutions: Shedding More
Light on Your Path to Wellness. 7:00-8:00
pm on the third Thursday of every month.
Learn about customizing your nutritional
program to meet your unique needs. Information available on metabolic testing,
weight management and other wellness
topics. This free class is held at Integrative
Therapies, 7-E Oak Branch Drive, GSO.
Please call to register at (336) 294-0910.
www.integrativetherapies.net

saturday
Beginner & Mixed Level noted on Monday and Wednesday classes at Family
Yoga.
Back massage workshop for couples. In
this private, 2 hour workshop you will
learn the basic anatomy, Swedish and
deep tissue massage strokes necessary to
provide a good quality back massage.
Couples will practice on each other and
both will receive a minimum of 15 minutes of massage from the instructor. Saturdays by appointment - $85.00 per
couple. Call Roy Alderman, LMBT #7515
at 339-5058.

friday
Mixed Level noted on Wednesday class
at Family Yoga.
Restorative Yoga. 11 AM-12 Noon. By
using blankets and bolsters, your entire
body will be supported, allowing for passive opening of the upper and lower body.
Staying in a position for several minutes
with focus on your breathing encourages
deep relaxation and stress reduction. No
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Are you an entrepreneur with a passion for wellness?

Allow your Passion to bring you Proﬁt...
By being part of the SLOWER Network you will have the opportunity
to bring your natural health community together by being
The Resource for a Healthy, Active, Sustainable Lifetstyle...Naturally.
We are a growing network...not a franchise.
NO franchise fees and NO royalties based on sales.

www.SlowerNetwork.com
Contact us at 336-369-4170 or email: enquiries@slowR.com

Triad, NC

Minneapolis, MN

Hartford, CT
JUNE 2009
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PrimoWaterDirect.com

Primo's Zero Waste bottles
help the environment
by reducing landfill waste
and demand for crude oil.
Once we are no longer able
to use our 3 and 5 gallon bottles,
they are recycled and become
other products, such as
carpet fibers and
packaging products.

PRIMO.

Healthy for you.
Healthy for the environment.
Primo’s Brand
of Energy Star Rated
Water Coolers
featuring the bottom loader!

CALL TODAY. 336-499-7000
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Delivering the Best Tasting Water in Environmentally Friendly Ways…
The Triad’s Choice for Home, Office & Commercial Delivery
NaturalTriad.com

